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YOUR OUTDOOR ADVENTURES BEGIN 
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Five days of outdoor fun and once-a-year deals! 
1f you enjoy boating. fishing. camping or hunting you can't afford to miss this show! 
, find show details at DesMoinesSportshow.com 
Buy tickets at DesMoinesSportshow.com and save! 
· Get ~tickets for the price of 3-it·s like getting parking FREE! 
Discover 
~BOATING BOATER-S.co/ORLD • Marine Centers - · 
, 
• 
LEGENDARY OuTF1 I I ERS oF PREMIERE ouTDooR 
GEAR SINCE t96t. 
A t Cabcla's, we know takmg care of the details is the best way to make sure your 
trips to woods and waters produce big mernoru~s. That's why we offer an mcrcdtbly 
comprehensiVe sclectton of hunting, fishing, campmg and outdoor gear. All backed 
by our 100% Sattsfactton Guarantee. 
CATALOG " Call 800.662.9836 for a FREE Catalog 
INTERNET " Visit cabelas.com 
RETAIL " Call 800.581.4420 for store information 
• 
I 
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ERI C EARNHARDT 
I riL i" a recent 
graduate of Geneva 
College 1n Beaver 
I• ails, Pa , where tw 
majored in I· nglish 
literal ure H e and 
wife Amber returned 
to Ohio after compl<•ting a year of Amen-
( orp volunlt•t•rism in Iowa's state parks 
doing trail work and land management in 
\\'('sll'rn Iowa and cleaning flood debris 
lrom :\.1.tquokl'la Cavl''> State Park 
in t•asll•rn Iowa. Amber now serves a -.cc-
ond AnwriCorps tl'rm for Rural Action. I nc., 
an Ohio based, non-profit environmental 
group !~ric wislws to pursue a career in 
tl'arhing and writing. 
\\ 1th essays 10 
1\eum.ceek. Reader's 
J)tgest, The Iowan 
and more. she lives in 
Des Moines, but her 
lwarl and soul dwell 
111 a rustic cabm 1n a 
soutlwrn Iowa forPsl. ~he purchased lhts bit 
of paradist• m·arly 20 years ago and spends 
as much tinw ,ts possible there, sttltng on 
lh<" porch s\\ing. looking out at the pond 
and thl' timber, writing ... and dreaming. 
ROGER HILL has 
photographed \\ildlife 
and nature since 1962 
when he started hunt-
ing big game from Iowa 
to Alaska His passion 
ts photographing 
Iowa game His work 
ts pubhshed m counties" state and national 
maj.l'al.ines. Roger liws on a farm with his wife, 
Marcia, ncar Roland 
JENNIFER WILSON 
Is a travel writer 
who writes for Better 
Homes & Gardens 
and Mrdwest Lit'ing 
Originally from Col 
fax. she's now a ctt) 
shckcr \\ith a yard 
full of pratnl plants 10 Des 1\l oines. 
wrlsonhoff@msn.com 
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Iowa Knows Rivers. 
"Everybody needs a river, one that they ran call 
tlzeir own. Treat her right and she'll deliver 
a peace of mind that's seldom known." 
-Curt Carter and Tom Connelley 
Iowa knows rivers and streams. Our state ha~ 
more than 24,000 miles of perennial running water, 
which is more shoreline than all of the ocean front 
on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts, combined. Many 
of us have our unique river experiences, whether 
on a canoe or kayak float, shore fish ing, finding 
a cool -,wimming hole on a warm summer day, or 
my own family's favo rite, "river walking" (hiking 
up a -,tretch of a shallow river.) Rivers and "treams 
and thetr corridors are some of the wildest natural 
area-, in Iowa, and an important habitat and travel 
corridor for many wildlife species. 
A great deal of policy activity lately has focused on running waters. New and 
improved water quality standards will better help protect aquatic life and recreational 
u.:,e.:,. The DNR's fledgling water-trails program is forming coordinated efforts 
between the state, county conservation boards, cities and other entities. Greenbelt 
and habitat-corridor efforts continue to spri ng up around the state. 
One of our s tate's monikers, "the land between two r ivers," refers to the 
Mississippi and Missouri rivers that form Iowa's easte r n and western borders. There 
are major regional planning efforts with surrounding s tates focusing on ecological 
rehabilitation of oxbow lakes and river-bottom wetlands, protection of endangered 
.:,pecies such as Higgins-eye mussels and tlw pallid sturgeon, work on nutrient 
overload ing leading to Gulf of Mexico hypoxia, and managing d rough ts or floods. 
Of course, natu ral resource conservation and recreation are not the only uses 
of the"t- border rivers. Major electr ical generation power plants use these rivers 
for cooli ng waters. Transportation of barges on the Mississippi River is importan t 
to our expor tation of commoditie-s. Agricultural irr igation takes place on the 
southern port ion of our Missour i River border. These uses are h istorical and usually 
compatible wi th natural resource managemen t goals. 
T hat isn' t to say there aren't challenges wi th sometimes competing uses, but 
whe n we focus on solutions rathe r th an excuses, we tend to agree on common-se nse 
management. But perhaps more important than ou r work with othe r competing 
inte rests, and other s tate and fede ral partn ers, I beli eve Iowans are becomi ng more 
engaged with their backyard rive rs and s treams. So get out the re, take a float, grab 
a fi s hpol e, or jus t s it by a river (or in one) and think calm thoug hts. Most a reas a re 
devoid of th e sound of highways or the s ight of power-lines and buildings. Yo u could 
almost believe a bison was peering at you ove r the bank from century's past. 
RICHARD LEOPOLD, Direc r of the Iowa DNR 
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FEATURES 
23 From Outside 
Looking In 
An easterner reflects on his journey and 
expenences in Iowa parks while living close to 
the land repainng trails and discovering nature. 
BY ERIC EARNHARDT 
2 6 !S~o s~~!~!Xry on your next venture 
onto the ICe and how to help a VICtim 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
30 Color the Wind 
See why cold winds and sprawlmg 100-foot wide 
k1tes have spectators flying h1gh m Clear Lake 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
34 Where Have All 
the Bluebills Gone? 
Go behind the scenes as biologists use satellites to track 
surgiCally implanted transmitters on m1grating scaup. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
42 Escaping the 
Holiday Hullabaloo 
Nature and a simple cabin in the woods ground 
th1s wnter 's soul during the hect1c hol1day season 
BY SANDRA FLAHIVE 
48 A Case of 
ABOUT TH IS PHOTO 
Brutal w1nd chil ls from -9° to 3° F had DNR photographer Lowell 
Washburn runnmg to rev1ve his failing camera w1th heat from h1s 
car engme "You'd press the shutter and 1t wouldn't go and d1g1tal 
readmgs wouldn't appear My camera lives m the combat zone, not 
the playhouse, but It JUSt couldn't handle the cold," he says Out 
from 9 a m until 4 p m., he used three camera battenes The wend 
was crackmg at 20 miles per hour. "That 's what made It cold But I 
like the snow and b1tter cold· See his hrgh-flying images on pg 30. 
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Every outdoorsperson knows to expect the unexpected-tha 
the next sta te record bass, trophy wh1teta rled bu ck or elusive 
bobcat may be lurkrng JUSt around the corner. It's no drfferent for 
photographers. as told by noted Iowa wildlife photographer Roger 
Hrll The Roland natrve had JUSt settled rn his ground blind for 
a morn1ng twrlrght photo shoot of one of hts favorrte subJeCts 
the rrngneck pheasant-when a cottontail rabbit appeared from a 
nearby buffer strip Not far behind was thrs adult coyote, who upon 
catchrng wmd of a favorite meal, followed the scent trarl right to 
Hrll's warteng 400 millrmeter camera lens Hrll captured 
one close-up frame of the wily anrmal before rt spooked 
-
T oGETHER 
Get tlze family 011 the trail to explore wildlife trach Spend 
a winter day building a handy, well organized carnp llitclzen. 
M YTH BUSTERS 
Get the cold, hard facts mz a winter myth-does lowermg 
thermostats saz'e money or use more energy to reheat tile house) 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
Make szmple l'Opor barner sock liners to keep feet toasty. Tricks 
for keeprng muzzleloader powder dry. Build szmple zce pzcks. 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
From a 350-member river group, park protectors and promot-
ers of conservation icons, get inspired by these ran-.do Iowans 
L osT IN IOWA 
Head south tlus wmter to Keokuk and view the largest nt'er 
flock of eagles. find world-renown geodes and comfy beds 
M Y BACKYARD 
Life-bnghtemng tips to fight climate change that will 
pump you up Outdoor uses for those iPod Christmas gifts. 
~LD CUISINE 
Hearty atld simple Dutch oven pheasant pot pie. The 'Julia 
Child of the Midwest" offers four scrumptious venison recipes. 
W ARDEN'S DIARY 
"' y, TT T 
Meet an animal with eyes so sharp it could read a newspaper 
from 100 yards away ... could it read. of course. 
DEPARTMENTS 
~_.,.., -
.. -
- -
Pheasant tracks 
PHEASANT 
, 
Kids love discovery, and what better way to feed that need 
than by turning snowbou nd winter days into a fun family or 
couple's outing. Beller yel, set aside time for regular outdoor 
jaunts to create a memorable family lradil10n 
To a child, identifying and following a srt of animal 
tracks is a grant treasure hunt. The mere thought that a 
white-tailed deer. wild turkey, or mayb<. an e lusive bobcat 
walked nearby connects your child to the outdoors for 
years to come !:>pending a sun-drenched, crisp winter 
afternoon in Iowa's great outdoors is a sure cure for 
Cabin Fever, and offers exercise in an often sedentary 
season. Plus, your kids or significant other wi ll ga1n an 
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DEER 
BOBCAT 
appreciation for an ama.ttng <>ea.,o n too many m tss while 
confined inside four walls. 
Any season is a good time to look for tracks, but 
wrnter and spring are prime Snow and soft ground create 
eas} to· find. distincttve tmpnnts Bu">} families don't have 
to travel great distances or spend money to enJO} this 
winter activit} A local park, (amrly farm. ri\ er bottom 
or back}ard wtll ah•.a) s sho,.,. signs of life Focus on 
wel l-used animal trails. park beaches or other dq, sanely 
areas, a river or pond bank. or any muddy area 
Turn your tracking adve nture into a winter s hed an tl er 
or spring morel hunt for added fun Print a few wtldlife 
TURKEY 
track guides off the Internet, and make a game out of who 
can find the most tracks. Make it a "teachable moment" by 
explaining how wildlife survive Iowa's sometimes brutal 
winters and the importance of habitat. Take along a few 
plastic grocery sacks and make il a practice to pick up 
litter along the way. Those environmental messages will 
carry over into future forays. 
The next time you venture into Iowa's greatest outdoor 
classroom, take a child. Il's cheap entertainment. a 
great learning experience and an opportunity to teach 
woodsman<>hip, the love of nature and environmental 
stewardship. It may just become a memorable family ritual. 
COYOTE 
WHAT YOU NEED 
• Appropriate seasonal clothes, including comfortable 
walking shoes or boots and warm socks 
• Sacks for trash and found treasures 
• Walk1ng stick 
• Water and snacks (be sure to carry out your trash) 
• Binoculars 
• Camera 
• Journal for making notes and recording experiences 
• Field gu1des to animals and their tracks 
· Thermos of hot cocoa, cider, coffee or tea 
WWW.IOWAONR.GOV 9 
TOGETHER - HALF_A DAY ON $50 
DIY CAMP BOX MAKEOVER 
Transform your c luttered camp box into an organized 
and funttJOnal camps1de "must-have." For a great \\Ulter 
do it \OUrself proJeCt. build this custom camp kitdwn 
to keep camp cookery hand) and read} to go \\ell-
organlzt d compartments make find1ng nt eded 1tems a 
snap l ht camp kitch en doubles as a perlect oll-sea"on 
storage unit ready for future outings 
1 0 IOWA OUTDOORS • J ' RY FEBRUARY 2008 
Place the camp kitchen on p1cn1t' tables, so 1tcms 
are "-lthlll eas) reach The hmged flaps fold OVl'r for 
t•as) access to intenor items The bottom front pant>! 
1s f1mshed w1lh salvaged k1tchen counter laminate to 
make a convenient and eas}-to-dean food preparation 
area Load stde handles'' 1th d1shttnH•ls and plan· papl'r 
towels on the side holder for qu1ck cleanups and \\ ashing 
THEPROBLEM .-----------------------------------o 
Using a larg«? box for camp cookery gear present-; problems-small 
items settle to the bottom. creating e ndle::.s rummaging. unpat king 
and repacking Contents cons tantly shift and spac«? is wasted . 
THE SOLUTION 
Build the ramp kitche n to cus tom fit cargo a reas fo r upright s torage in 
station wagons. SUYs and minivans. Design the unit to fit your cooking 
g ear. Small amounts of scrap, 1h-inch plywood and hardware can crea te 
a kitche n away from home for tailg ating. camping. pic nics and bun ting 
and fis hing trips . 
DIMENSIONS 
Measure your veh1cle to build box 
accordmgly As shown, 13 1J2 1nch 
exterior depth, 23 mch w1dth, and 
26 mch height 
• Plate and cup shelves are 10 112 
mches w1de Construct height to 
custom fit cup or mug heights 
(4 mches shown here.) 
• Shelves and drawers keep uten-
sils, cups and plates at easy reach 
• Utensil drawer front IS 11• mch 
th1ck wood Drawer mtenor mea-
sures 11 x 20 ';• mches 
• Store a large plastiC tub 1ns1de 
for hot dishwater for post-meal 
cleanups. A small p lastiC marganne 
container makes a good matchbox 
holder. Nest pots and pans to maxi-
mize storage space and store in the 
plast ic tub. A tablecloth, d1shtowels, 
sponges and hot pads can keep 
metal pans from ratt ling during 
transport 
• Rem force 1ntenor corners of 
box frame w1th :1;• x 3/4 mch wood 
• 11 6;a inch tall bottom storage 
sect1on 1s large enough to store 
camp stove griddles. 
Use wood moldmg for 
top edges Fm1sh w1th 
wood stam 
• Heavy· duty latch keeps front panels secure . .... ---------o 
STORAGE for two coffee pots 
allows one for the mornmg brew, 
the other to heat up dishwater 
LOAD UP the mtenor w1th a small 
bottle of dish detergent, coffee, 
hotcocoaandcansofsoup 
or beans UTENSIL DRAWER 
keeps spoons, forks and kn1ves 
orgamzed with added corkscrew, 
can opener, spatulas, tongs and 
measunng spoons as handy tools. 
Boxed alummum fo1l fits n1cely 1n 
the back of the drawer AdJUSt· 
able metal marshmallow and hot 
dog roastmg st1cks fit ms1de, too 
The PLATE SHELF SitS atop a J,;. x 
3,4 mch runner of wood, allowmg 
shelf removal for cleanmg or to 
store tall 1tems. 
,..----
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Last March I wrote about a fnend from Flonda who found huntmg m 
Iowa more and more d1ff1cult. Not because the deer were any smarter, 
but because h1s shape was changing, that is, getting larger. After readmg 
about h1mself, he decided to do two things ... be a bit more guarded 1n 
what he sa1d to me and mount a campa1gn to lose we1ght and get f1t 
The good news IS that Curt applied for a hunt1ng tag and will continue 
boost1ng the Iowa economy wh1le attempt1ng to thm the deer population. 
In h1s e-mail, Curt was cataloging h1s gear, notmg how much h1s gun, 
ammo, boots, kn1fe, etc we1ghed. At a tipp1ng po1nt, Curt was lookmg 
at every ounce of we1ght and contemplatmg how 1t would 1m pact h1s 
roammg around the ridges of Mad1son County. I was 1mpressed w1th 
the detail of h1s list and how he was concerned w1th the ounces bemg 
allocated to extra shells. Th1s is the type of obsess1on I usually assoc1ate 
w1th elite cyclists "Now 1f I put helium 1n my t1res will my b1ke be llghterr 
But the po1nt is well taken Small items do add up. All too often at th1s 
time of year people th1nk too b1g! They resolve to turn over new trees not 
new leaves. May I suggest you st1ck to the leaves or even a smgle leaf? One 
pound of fat IS created by add1ng 3,500 ca lories to your system. If you were 
to burn 250 extra calories a day (two 15 minute walks) and decrease your 
calonc mput by the same amount (one soda or candy bar) you would lose 
one pound m one week. 
A thousand years ago the tnbes of eastern Afr1ca had a proverb that 
went: "Those who walk together strengthen each other," That applies to Iowa 
today just as well. My number one health recommendatiOn for you m 2008 IS 
to gather your fam1ly, fr iends or co-workers together and form a L1ghten Up 
Iowa team. Th1s program started out to change the shape of our state and IS 
currently impactmg the nat1on through lighten Up Amenca 
I think 1t would be great if several hunters would get together and work 
on thinning the hunter population. Th1s year the lighten Up Iowa program 
lasts 100 days. The staff at lighten Up Iowa will prov1de you w1th a ton of 
supportive matenal and advice, but it is no secret that 1t is the synergy 
that comes from your team that leads to success m becommg more f1t and 
develop1ng healthier behav1ors 
The anginal column on Curt impacted at least one reader, that bemg 
Curt By partic1patmg m L1ghten Up Iowa th1s year you can impact you rs. 
Please let me know how 1t goes. I will let Curt know what he started. 
Get mformat1on on lighten Up Iowa at lightenup1owa.org 
let me know how it goes at tlaneidph@state ia us May you have a 
happy, healthy New Year 
Tim l.ane is the fitness consultant with the Iowa Department 
of Public Health. He is also a marathoner former dtrcctor nftltc 
National Skt Patrol, climber, volleyball coach and cyrlist. lle has 
cycled across America once and Iowa 25 times. He's a regular 
participant in RAGBRAI and developed the Ride Right safety 
program. Tim also helped design and promotes Lighten Up lov .. ·a. 
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children's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A . jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's trau11ng spenalist at the 
Spnngbrook Conservation Educalwn Center. 
Why are trees crooked? 
- MINDY, Age 6 
Explain to your child that tr<.'e s11e. shape an d 
appearance can be affected by tht' sur roundmgs 
All trees are uneque and can change appearance 
throughout their hfe 
Environmenta l conditions from avai labili ty of 
o.;.unlight, nutrients an d water to .... otl compac tiO n. 
dt"ease. competition and wind can a ffec t how 
trees grow. Not on l} do they aff(•c t appearance. 
they also g reat!) impact tree health 
Light availabilit} ts often the biggest factor 
affecting appearance. and many t1mes explain" 
why trees are bent or crooked. ~unlight mu'it 
reach leaves for trees to complete the process of 
photosynthesis-the conve rsion of carbon dioxide 
and water to glucose (sugar). water and oxygen. 
The process allows the tree to store energy and 
encourages growth toward more sunlight. Th is 
usually produces crooked trees, as they grow tO\\ard 
the highest concentration of sunlight to increase 
food availability. Photosynthesi" also benefits us b) 
producing oxygen (which we breathe) and absorbing 
carbon dioxide (\\ hich we expel) 
Next time you a re outdoors look at a tree 
and see if it is perfectly s traight. Check what 
e nvironmental conditions the tree is exposed to 
With a little observation and thought, I'll bet you 
can determine why it grew the way it did. 
IT TAKES MORE ENERGY TO REHEAt 
A HOME THAN IT SAVES BY SETTING 
BACK THE THERMOSTAT. 
It's a common myth d<•voHI of. well, cold hard 
facts. Gas and fue l oil furnaces quickly reheat homcs 
back to the comfor t zone, says Curt Klaasen with 
the Iowa Energy Center 1n Ankeny Simply put , 
lowenng thermostats during the day or overnight cuts 
heating bills and gre<.nhou .... c gas emissions. 
"People feel furnaces have to work too hard to 
rebuild heat in the morning," but furnaces are most 
efficie nt when operating continuously for a -.t retch 
rather than cycling on and off, he says. The fue l spent 
warming the house bac-k to 68 degrees is roughly 
equivale nt to the fuel saved as the temperature drops to 
the lower setting. T he n•a l savi ngs occurs as th e house 
sits at the lowest setting 
Klaassen says fo r every degree setback over an 
e1ght hour period, }OU save 1 pe rcent of your heating 
co-,ts Set a thermostat down five degrees from 10 p.m. 
to 6 am and you'll save 5 percent in heatmg energy, 
or 10 percent for a 10 degree setback. Some ene rgy 
experts even recommend turn mg the heat down to 55 
degrees at night and when your not home (CAUTION: 
Any lower. and pipes may frec·ze). 
So avoid high bills by setti ng back thermostats . 
Programmable thermostats can help. There are 
different kinds. c;imple models allow only one setback. 
o thers offer auto setbacks for morning, afternoon, 
evening and night. "If you don't use it you don't save 
from it. Some can be complicated, so be s ure to learn 
how to use it," advises Klaassen, who notes some 
people purchase, then fa ll to use them. 
A choke is the tapered constriction of a gun barrel's bore 
at the muzzle end. Choke size affects shooting pattern 
and effect ive range. The greater the restrict ion- full or super full 
choke- the t1ghter the pattern and greater the shot range 
The amount of choke is measured by subtractmg the mside diameter 
of the choke from the bore diameter. If you're senous about knowing 
the choke s1ze, vis1t a gunsmith for professional measurement. or buy 
a micrometer and do 1t yourself 
Otherw1se. there are qu1ck field tests that will give you a good 1dea 
of what choke is m your gun One way IS by patterning your gun Take 
a large piece of paper, draw a 30-lnch c1rcle in the middle and fire one 
shot at 40 yards at the center of the Circle. If you are shooting full choke, 
70 percent of the pattern, or pellet 1m pact, will be within the c1rcle. 
At 60 percent, you're shooting mod1fied, and at 50 percent, improved 
cylinder. Not only will you know what choke you have, but also how the 
gun patterns 
If you have an older. fixed choke 12-gauge, try th1s qUick test. 
Remove the barrel from the unloaded gun and msert an upright penny 
1n the muzzle end A full choke barrel will accept the penny JUSt below 
the horizontal base of the Lmcoln Memorial Building. Mod1fied barrels 
will take the penny to the base I me, and slightly above the base line on 
1mproved cylinders 
Keep 1n mmd, d1fferent gun manufacturers may have slightly d1f 
ferent choke standards, so for an exact determmat1on, check w1th your 
local gunsmith. 
- - - - - - --. GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV ~ - - - - - -
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O urooo.R SKILLS 
KEEPING IT DRY~ 
Nothmg dampens a muzzleloader hunt faster than wet 
powder To keep ram and snow from foulinq your 
fl repower. cnsscross two short pieces of elec trtCian tape 
across the muzzle, and another around the barrel to 
secure the firH two. Th1s will 
prevent mo1sture runnmg 
down your barrel Without 
affect1ng your shot Proper 
clean11"'q w1ll remove the tape 
res1due dt the e'1d of the day 
Damp socks make for cold feet and can 
spoil a winter expedition in short order. 
Keep feet warm by creating a vapor 
barrier to trap and prevent foot moisture 
from soaking socks and boot liners. 
Place plastic bread bags over a synthetic 
wicking sock, such as polypropylene, 
then add a wool sock as the insulating 
outer layer. 
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LIFE SAVING ICE PICKS Fall1ng 
though ice is one of the greatest dangers facing winter fun 
seekers, espeoally 1ce anglers and snowmobilers. Getting 
out of the hole and to safe, dry land quickly 1s critical. Give 
yourself the edge with inexpensive, homemade ice picks. 
Cut two 6-inch handles from an oiJ broom handle or 1-inch 
wood dowel. Pre-drill a small hole in each end. Drive a 
16-penny nail into one hole on each handle, and a small eye 
bolt into the other two. Use a hacksaw to remove nail heads. 
Tie together with a 4- to 6 4=oo p:ecQ o4= rope. Wear them 
around your neck for a handy tool to pull yourself to safety. 
P.HOIOS BY Cl AY SMITH 
JOHN VERDON, LANSING 
Lansmg nat1ve returns home to help the Mighty Mississippi 
Whtle tre F nerds of Poo q E?'1couraqt>s o•rE>•c; to eave no t•a< e thP qroup 1s 1eav1nq Its own 
rrark on the MMI'iS1pp1 ~~ver Headed by l ans1rg ratiVE' John Verdon thE' qroup cJE>fPnds 
th(' ~ 1 111 It:> lonq three m1le w1de Poo' 9. After JB yearc; of tedc l'tng sc. 1eor c E', V( rdn'l retired 
to l ans1nq 1rt 1002 and was c;oo'l orgar IZirtg rtver dnd beach t•ednups St:>e nq qovernmer1t 
agenCiec; re~dtd he·p to rPstore beaches, Verdon and fm:rds off red the1r help Thdt smd.l 
group quiCkly qrew IPlo tl'e ~SO member Fnends of Pool 9, encornpasslrlq e1q11t Iowa and 
Wtsconc;tn comrnunlt ec; and federal, state ard ~ ourty dqE>nc e~ We tell' uc c omp 1c;r much 
more wo1 ktnq toqether to uddresc; LOncerns alorg the pool,' Verdon SdY'i Whtle the qroup 
hE>Ipc; with E>aqle countc; urd rosts the annua Fa I Btrdtng I t•sttval dunng November Mlqra 
tton t kPeps truE' to Jt<, ~oot::. n cleanup and bedt '"les Its sland nounshment proqr,ur cldds 
sa0d to bf'd( '"It s to rf'duc.e erne; ton tc; stqnc;, qarbag(' baqs dnd safely located fire nnqc; mo 
ttvate beacr qoers to leave ~0 rrace As t'le groups efforts qrow so does VE>rdon's lOncept 
of locale; WOP< nq With aqenc1es 10 rndf'age re~ourc.Pc; he ~aye; friE>nds groups Jre fo•m1nq n 
Poole; 8 and 0 I•E> a'c;o lobb1ed 1n Wast) ngton D '- w1th w1fe P'"ly he; on behalf of t'"le entire 
JppE>r M1s"' ~ p R1ver "'Juona W1ldhfe and Ftsh Refuqe Johns so eff tt v Jt redc.ilmq out 
to the cor I") If tv dnd qett r q them to ook at t'le nver ac; a whC'I 'idY'i r I'll Loose a rE>fuqE' 
w ldlife c;p I t t a wo'lderful ('Xar'1p e of whdt a corrmun ty c. an do whE>r thE>y h lVE' 
the nq'lt lt•dd r h~ 
FRIENDS OF STONE PARK, SIOUX CITY 
STONE 
S1ouxland restdents come together to give local landmark a voice 
A htddPrt qern 'It'S tied away on S1oux C tty c; nort•1 s1de )to'1e <:,tHe Park 
ncJs welc orned peop1e: thouqh ts qdtes for more tl1al' /0 years ~hat 
wc.ludes llrE'g Hov r<oten dnd l deC hw1rka, who grew up h1k1ng, LdrT'P 
trg at'd r1dmq '1orses t'lrough the park, and rave smt.c> led the Fr~ench 
of )torw Pclrk Today, with about 50 other ml'ml>er), they orqantze park 
c leunups, J>rdlfle rE>qoratton and otrer volunteer dCliVttles After forn't•1g 
H' .tOO i the woup QL.ICkly adopted a h qhway tl'at •uns throuqh tl'e park 
cl'ld I unc.hl'd ful'drdiSinq efforts ·we try to get more pt•ople tnvolved 
IP th pdrk Jnd to sec.ure furtds to 1rrprove t'le park, says ( l'wtrka I hose 
dforts hc.lpt d add 60 acres to tre pa•k aPa ~tgntfJCantly m proved the 
'>0 yt>ar o d carr1pground Tre group workea to exJ:'ard t'le lar'1pqrounci 
upqr dde 1ts fdC I t ec; but d two log cabtrs and wnvert d Dtc.n c dr£ J to d youth camp Follow nq tl-)e $231,000 pro1E>c t, pdfk dtlE''1dan E' 
tlcJ<; ncrea~t>d ~.,t'St.' 1111DrOVE'rT'E''1t<o wouldn t have 'ldppE'I'E'd Wlt'lodt t'"lt-> fr E>nd'> grot..p" Sdys Kevm "ape )to'1e <:,tdte Park rar ger 
The fr e'ldS qroup a so servE>~ ac; a voce for the park ~~ere s rnon Jrd rrore developrre'1t arou'1d the S1oux C ny area a 'lei t s redlly 
mpo•tar t trot levelopment and growth are balarc ed •o• t~ e pclrk 1rd t'lt r tty Hoversten says That 1nc udE>c; successfu ly obbytnq the 
c ty c.o .. HKII w recor S•der pldony a communtLatlors tower <Jd,d r't t •re pdfk, wh1c r would detract from t'"le pdrk s ndtural bt"dUty 
People 1n S ot..xldrd real,y enJOY '-tO'le Park, says Hover'>tl:r Recru1t111q for our group'" not dtffic..Jit 
L ,~ B :~TON RETURN 
LEOPOLD HERITAGE GROUP, BURLINGTON 
Burlingtonians reintroduce neighbors to ideas of conservationist Aldo Leopold 
As the Wilderness thdt Aldo Leopold tratpsed m hts c.hddhood hds Vdntshed, so h,Js h1s hometown·s knowledge of the conservationist 
Leopo ld, born 1n Burltnqton m 1887, IS known worldwtdE' for htc; wntmgs on Pcology, forestry and wildlife. But few Burltngton restdents toddy 
know of the local son's efforts. ro reacquaint them, Randy MiiiE>r ,md Jerry and l o1s Rtgdon 
founded tht> Leopold f lerrtJge Group 1n 2004 "The Leopold family horne IS sttll here, bu t 
thert 's noth111g stqntficcJnt 111 the communtty that tndtultec; h1s c onnecuon to the town, says 
Mtll('r The three lau'1ched the qroup to create awareness of Leopold's wor~ and promote 
I' IS philosophy of dpprE>c 1at1on for the and "We're try1ng to lhanqe people's ht:art'i dnd 
rrmds, ore person at a ttme, wtth the hope of c.hangwq 1'1any, '>dYS Jerry About oO rnern 
bE>rs prorrote Leopo d's ethiC by InVIting ht'>tonans to c;peak, orqdnlllng forur'ls u'1d, wtth 
other groups help, gtV111Q /00 cop1ec; of '"eopold s Sand County A/mana, to '>tuJt>nts The 
qroup IS also workt'19 to bUI d a tE>opo!d learntnq Center dnd formally dE>votc.> Aprtltn Iowa 
to Leopold A11 Aldo Leopo <J Month would bu1 d dn dWdrenE. c;c; of h1s ptulmophy and f'thtc, 
because they re st II relt"vart today owans c d'1 bene~t tror-1 Knowmg Aldo Leopold and 
what fk•s wrntl•n, c;dys L o1s. lr t'le spi'IT of Leopold, •l)e group looks to qet tl'vo Vt->(l ,, pra1 
r e •estordt on, t'tktng dnd btktng tratlc;, artd e'1ergy conservat10I' We Peed to get penp e to 
understdnd we need to pres!:'rve ard protect w'lat st II extsts 1n '1dtu•t.• M1ller ~ lYS 
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BY JENNIFER WILSON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
It's always a couple 
of degrees warmer 
in southeast Iowa, 
so warm up with 
eagles, ducks and 
a fancy bed in Lee 
County this winter. 
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Marilyn Engler want<> you to know a little about the southeastern Iowa town of Keokuk 
First. sa}s thts lour guide aboard the Keokuk Hivet 
MusC'um on the sternwheel steamboat George M V<·rity, 
Mark Twain once lived here. 
~econdly, the tO\\ n of about 11.000 is named for 
Keokuck, chid of lhL ~auk and Fox tribe after Black Hawk. 
(Engl<·r will tell you, tf you're not delicate. that at first 
Keokuck's head wasn't with him when he was buried herl'). 
Also adds Englt•r, hands c.:Ja-;ped behmd her back. a 
whtle blouse and black skirt setting off her captain's cap, 
Keokuk was orH.'<' larger than St Louis and known as lh<• 
Gate Ctl\' of the West That's v.h~ the datly paper is still 
called tlw Daily (;alt ( tt}. 
Marilyn EntTler tan rewa! much more about 
Keokuk and L<·<· County. but you might investigate this 
mexpensivc road lnp yourself to bust the winter blues. 
FOWL WINTER 
Keokul< is like many of Iowa's river cities. Down at the 
heels. Housing s tock that speaks of glory days long past. 
Empty storefronts like gap teeth on a once-thriving 1800s 
brick Main Street. 
But the city has other, more promising, river to\vn 
qualities, too. A storied history, for starters. For example. 
Lee County was once known as the Half Breed Tract. 
segregated by white famtlies and those where whtte 
(usually French) adventurers, trappers and traders 
intermarried with C,auk and Fox women. (For more 
information about the Half-Breen Tract. read http:/ I 
iagenwe b.org/h istory I moi/M 0 IChp 15.h tm). 
There's also a small but spunky population of boosters 
working hard, with success, toward revival. In October, 
nearly 400 nrw jobs were announced to build 260-foot tall 
wind turbine towers to meet the state's booming wind 
energy industry. Harnessing the river, barges will ship 
the towers to regional destinations. 
You have to break through a tough veneer of chain 
stores to get to the old character of the city. Main Street 
is long and wide, leading right to the river, with attractiv<· 
brick buildings. Heslaurants, bars and shops are -;till 
here. somr quite good. including Fiesta Jalisco Mexican 
restaurant, Ttppcn Neckers sports bar and Lock 19 
Gallery. Then•'s a record shop on the strip, and you can 
catch a first-run movie in the small-but-still-standing mall 
if the w<•ather isn't cooperating. 
Winter vistts will consist largely of bird\\atching, with a 
round of ice-skating at the far end of scenic. historic Grand 
Avenue. at nverfront Rand Park. where Keokuck ts buried 
The statue and grave of Ch1ef Keokuck stand m Rand Park. When he 
refused to support rival Black Hawk's back1ng of the British m the War of 
1812, he gained US. Government support and a tract of land LEFT: The 
George M. Venty, a Dubuque-built 1927 histone sternwheel steamboat. 
was the first to move barges from St. LoUis to St Paul In 1940, 1t plied 
the waters of the Ohio River Berthed at Victory Park, the vessel houses 
a museum of Upper Mississippi River history 
at the base of his statue Sta} at one of the B&Bs on Grand 
for a spot of local history and gourmet breakfast 
In summer, i ou might sta} at ruo;ttc ~htmek State Forest. 
also a birding hotspot. with 25 miles of htkmg and 27 mtlcs 
of multi-use trails for horses. bikes and hiking boots 
The Mtssissippi flows past Keokuk. on what was once 
a stretch of rapids so perilous that boats had to stop here 
1 
(thus the boom of the early 1800s). To open to commerce. 
Congress authorized the construction of a canal and locks 
along the river's edge, which opened to traffic in 1877 
The year 1913 saw the addition of a dam, powrrhousr and 
lock and dry dock. 
This is Lock and Dam 19, still the largest on the entire 
river, and during winter, the equiva lent of the Ritz Carlton 
for migrating bald eagles and ducks. 
"It's arguably middle America's most important 
la}over for migrating canvasback. lesser -.caup and 
ringncck ducks," sa} s Bob Cecil. a Keokuk native and 
birdtng expert from Des Moines. \\ho note-; that thl' 
ducks number at least in the ten-; of thous,mds scouring 
shallow waters (remember those rapids) lor dams. 
mussels and aquatic vegetation. 
llc·n.·. the largest concentration of eagles on tht• rivl'l' 
roosts from late December on. scavenging o.;tunnl·d or 
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TOP RIGHT: Eleven miles of rapids stymied boats as far back as 
French trappers in the 1700s. Future Confederate general, Robert 
E. Lee, led failed efforts to blast the rapids open in the 1830s. 
Today's lock and dam, completed in 1957, is the largest and most 
impressive on the MisSISsippi and able to handle a full -length 
barge fleet. In nine mmutes, more than 38 million gallons of 
water f1ll or empty the locks. MIDDLE: In addit1on to pelicans and 
mallards, several million scaup pass through Keokuk's Pool 19 to 
feast on fingerna1l clams before heading as far as the arctic ci rcle. 
Biolog1sts are tracking scaup flight paths to help 1mprove declin 
ing populations. (See our page 34 feature.) BOTTOM: W1th a mam 
street that leads to the river, Keokuk boasts 18 si tes on the 
Nat1onal H1storic Reg1ster and oozes architectural charm, 
none more stunnmg than maJeStiC homes on Grand Avenue, 
Keokuk's M~racle Mile. 
-
_..,__ 
-
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• Bring along d1gging tools such as trowels, 
crowbars, chisels or hammers, to d1slodge 
geode formatiOns from limestone . 
• Though there IS no limit 1n Iowa on how many 
geodes you can take w1th you, please respect 
this Iowa treasure and take only a few home. 
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After a recent ram, local residents Robert 
and Andrea Kelly hunt for Keokuk geodes, 
the most beautiful and sought after m the 
world by museums and collectors. Most 
Keokuk geodes occur w1thm a 35-mile rad1us 
of Keokuk. 
I 
dead fi'>h shooting through the dam. Keokuk host'> the 
24th annual Bald Eagle Appreciation Days January 19-20 
(www keokukiowatourism.org/eagledays.htm) . 
ROCK HOUNDING 
T here's another natural treasure in Lee County, if you 
get here during a thav.. The Keokuk geode found in a 
35-mile radius of town is the world's most prized, for the 
exquisite variety of minerals in its crystalline interior. 
Robert and Andrea Kelly have been collecting and 
selling rocks for about 11 years. They met and marned 
after bondmg ovN their geode passion. 
"Our idea of a good date before we \'vere married was 
gomg out and looking for rocks," he chuckles. "It's a 
truly kind of a gem of a marnage, it is'" 
Folks have conw to Keokuk from as far as Japan to 
rock hunt. follo\\"ing nver beds via canoe or slogging 
th rough water searching the limestone bluff<> m which 
geodes arc often imbedded 
"We've walked for m1les up creeks and riverbanks," 
says Robert. "We've climbed riverbanks that shoulcln't've 
been climbed." 
Andrea says its best to hunt after a good rain, 
anywhere the river has cut into the earth. Seoul acu•ss 
roads and ask around, securing permission before 
entering private property. 
"It's like mushroom hunting," Andrea says of g(•tling 
an eye for geode<>, not1ng the peculiar round shape and a 
cauliflower-like texture on a gray or brown exterior. 
For travelers Interested in the anatomy of a river town 
one hundred-some years after the boom, Keokuk is an 
interesting example. Decent restaurants, the dark beauty 
of river ecology and the glimmer of history i<> upon it. If 
you need more reasons to visit, just ask Marilyn Engler. 
who's lived here for more than five decades 
"Keokuk is the best little town along the Miss1ss1ppi!" 
THOSE CRAZY BIRDS 
Sure, you're into Pool 19 eagle watchmg. But what exactly are 
you watchtng for7 Some facts about our national bird 
· Seventy percen t of the eagle's feeding occurs before 
9 a.m., so avo1d eagle-watching earlier than tha t 
· Eagles are hardcore scavengers. "I've even seen them out 1n 
the m1ddle of a harvested cornfie ld, ea t ing a dead deer," says 
state forester John Byrd . 
• You can age an eagle by the proportion of black to white on 
the w1ngs and tall They don't get their wh1te head and tall 
unt il they're four to five years old (the wh1te tail develops last) . 
. Most senous birders cons1der eagles too common to be 
of rnterest Th1s 1s good news, cons1dering eagles were 
endangered JUSt decades ago. 
BIRDING FOR BEGINNERS 
Lee County's Sh1mek State Forest 1s a designated Blfd 
Conservation Area. According to budmg expert Bob Cecil, 
the begmner needs only gas in the car and a bud gu1de. H1s 
suggestions, which can be purchased at Birdwatching Dot Com 
(www.birdwatching.com; 641-472-7256) m Fairfield, Iowa: 
·The Sibley Field GUide to Birds of Eastern North America 
National GeographiC's Field GUide to Birds of North America 
·Peterson's GUide for Blfds of Eastern and Central North Amenca 
. Binoculars aren't necessary for beginners, but if you're in the 
market, Cecil says you can get an excellent pair for around 
$300. "I t 's almost an 1mpercept1ble d1fference between those 
and what you spend $1,000 on,H he says. If you don't want to 
research, stick with a brand you've heard of, such as Nikon. 
For more m fo rmatio n, co ntac t the Iowa Orni thologis t s Union 
(www 1owablfds org 
GO: 
LODGING: The Grand Anne. Upscale, Impeccably restored 
Queen Anne style home across the street from the nver. 816 
Grand Ave .• 800-524-6310 
River's Edge Bed & Breakfast Just a few houses down, a 
more informal lodging for the laid back traveler, but a seriously 
awesome view nght on the nver 611 Grand Ave 888 581 3343. 
DINING: Ogo's, Montrose. Great little restaurant 1n a teensy 
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Lfarn more about AmertCorps at 
www.1owadnr.gov volunteer. americorps/mdex.html 
Beautifully blanketed in snow, the windswept ridges, gorges and 
valleys of Waubonsie State Park attract hikers in all seasons. Situated 
nine miles north of Hamburg, deep in southwest Iowa, the park's seven 
miles of hiking trails are on th~ national Lewis and Clark Historic Trail. 
THICK AND BLUE, 
TRIED A D TRUE. 
HIN AND CRISPY, 
WAY TOO RISKY. 
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Anyone who's spent time on the ice has either 
fallen through, or thought about the topic. 
STAY SAFE WITH THESE ABOVE-
AND BELOW- ICE SURVIVAL TIPS. 
KNOW YOUR ICE 
Smalle r water bodies usually freeze fas ter and thi cke r 
than larger lakes or rive r backwate rs , whic h often have 
warme r currents moving through. 
Treat all icc with caution . Cut test holes to check for 
thickness. Don ' t go out alone and avoid ice wi th deep 
snow cove r whic h insulates and s lows ice g rowth . Ice 
thickness is not unifo rm on any body of wate r. 
Dress warmly with laye rs of loose-fitting clothes and 
s tay dry. Do not ignore s hive ring. It is an important 
early war ning s ign that the body is los ing heal. 
Continual shiveri ng is a s ign to ge t indoors. 
GENERAL ICE THICKNESS GUIDELINES 
• 4 inches clear, solid ice minimum for fool trave l and 
icc fi s hing 
• 5 inches clear, solid ice minimum for s nowmo biling 
or ATVs 
• 8 to 12 inches minimum for cars or small trucks 
Reme mbe r, these g uide lines are for new, clear, so lid 
ice. Wind , s now cove r, rain , freeze and thaw cycles a nd 
moving water affect ice quality. Also, trees, s lumps, 
rocks and wooden dock pos ts s licking th roug h the ice 
conduct solar heat, maki ng weaker ice nearby. 
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BUOYANCY IS YOUR BUDDY 
Use a throwable flotation device as a comfy ice fishing 
seal cushion and use for rescue allempt-.. Wear an 
approved personal flotation device undt>r your coat, or 
better yet, a type 5 PFD float coat. But never wear either 
if driving across th e ice in an e nc losed vehicle as the 
buoyancy ca n pin th e wearer to the top of a submerged 
vehicle. 
Store a minimum of 50 fee t of rope in your ice fishing 
bucket and tic one end lo the bucket handle to pull 
someone from the water. 
Keep blanket<> and additional clothes in the vehicle. 
HOW TO SURVIVE A FALLIN 
• Don't panic 
• Act s lowly and deliberately to conserve energy 
• Fo ld arms and lay them across unbroken ic<.> 
• Kick hard to propel your body onto the ice 
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• Don't stand up; roll to safe ice 
• Seek warmth, dry clothes and medical attention 
HOW TO HELP A VICTIM. 
• Don't panic and consider the best possible solution~ 
• Use a cell phone to call for rescue help 
• Encourage self rescue 
• Talk to the victim to keep th em conscio us 
• If you must intervene, attempt rescue from shore 
• If you are forced out on the ice. don't stand. Lie flat 
on safe ice and extend rope. branch or plank to victim or 
with other r escuers, form a human chain on the ice 
• After securing victim, wiggle backwards to safe ice 
• Seek warmth, dry clothes and medical attention. 
• llandle victim gently 
WHAT NOT TO DO. 
• Do not massage victim 
• Don't give victim a shower or bath 
• Do not give victim alcohol, caffeine or nicotine 
HYPOTHERMIA BASICS 
Hypothermia-a decrease in the core body temperatur<' 
to a level that impairs normal muscular and cerebral 
functions-can be a dangerous force facing anyone who 
spends time outside. The cause and severity depends 
on many factors, including cold temperatures, impropN 
clothing and equipment, wetness, fatigue, dehydration, 
poor food intake, lack of hypothermia knowledge and 
alcohol intake. 
Recognizing the signs and treating the symptoms is 
critical when over-exposed to the elements. 
HEED THE WARNING SIGNS 
Shivering and the inability to do complex motor 
functions are signs of mild hypothermia. A more severe 
PREVIOUS PAGE AND LEFT: The responsibil-
Ity of removmg sunken vehicles IS up to the 
owner, at h1s or her own expense OPPOSITE 
PAGE AND BELOW: State conservation of 
f1cers undergo 1ce rescue trammg every year, 
somet1mes trammg other law enforcement 
and rescue agenc1es Many of the techniques 
they learn could help hard water fun seekers 
should they fall through the ice 1) A spud 
bar or ice staff stretched across solid ice will 
help maintain buoyancy. Once on top of the 
ice, don't stand, roll to safer ice. 2) Spreading 
bent arms across solid ice and using inex-
pensive or homemade ice picks (see page 14) 
can help you get back on solid ice. 3) A rope 
attached to a throwable dev1ce, like a seat 
cushion, bucket or even snow sled, is critical 
for shore rescues 4) On-ice rescues are best 
left to professionals, and should only be 
attempted as a last resort. If that is the case, 
secure the rescuers with a rope from shore 
-
level can include confusion or sleepiness, slowed or 
slurred speech, shallow breathing, weak pulse or low 
blood pressure, change in behavior or appearance, 
stiffness in arms and legs and poor body control. 
HOW TO WARM A HYPOTHERMIC VICTIM 
To fight mild hypothermia and reduce the victim's 
heat loss, adding fuels, fluids and heat are critical. Seck 
shelter, change into dry clothes or increase physical 
activity. Stay hydrated and stoke the furnace with 
carbohydrates, proteins and fats-warm liquids and high 
carb and high fats snacks are best. Seek an external heat 
source, like a warm fire or body-to-body contact with a 
non-hypothermic person. Severe cases require immediate 
medical attention . .8! 
I 
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
' I 
lear blue skies, crisp temperatures, steady 
winds. For members of the American Kitcniers 
Association, it was an absolute perfect day on 
northern Iowa's Clear Lake for what they love 
most-which is, of course, Oying kites. 
Although the American Kitefliers Association includes 
a nine-state membership that travels to events across 
the nation, participants note the year's brightest. most 
colorful, and certainly coldest happening takes place 
each February on Clear Lake where enthusiasts assemble 
for the annual Color the Wind Kite Festival. 
The festival takes place the third Saturday of 
February. Last year, more than 100 kite Oiers and 
hundreds more spectators gathered. 
"People are really amazed by what they sec. The kites 
come in all shapes and sizes and include owls, tropical 
fish, scuba divers, octopus-you name it. Some larger 
kites are really spectacular. We have a 90-foot-long 
trilobite and a 32-by-100-foot manta ray. When kites like 
that get into the air, it makes an impression," says event 
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organizer Larry Day. 
The kite festiva l is a fami ly event with special 
children's activities. Last year 200 low-cost kites were 
given away and clinics gave kids a chanc<.> to make, color 
and fly their own kites 
The festival is for everyone from 3 to 93 "It's 
incredible hov. many 80- or even 90-ycar-olds turn 
out. I don't kno\\ 1f the kites are remin1scent of their 
childhoods. or what. but there's something that brings 
them out to th<• lake in the dead of winter. I've seen 
elderly couples stay for two or three hours- sitting on 
a picnic tab le wrapped in blan kels-watc hi ng people fly 
kites. To me. that's just as important as anything else 
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LAUNCHING THE GECKO 
In sp1te of fng1d temps and 
blowmg snow. Iowa C1ty's 
Steve Dunbar prepares to 
fly his Delta Coyne k1te. 
Kite flymg enthusiasts launch a 46-foot pu rple gecko during last year's Color 
the Wind Kite Festival held at Clear Lake 'Giant k1tes are always crowd pleas-
ers; says fest1val orgamzer Larry Day 'These are very serious fliers and many 
of the b1gger k1tes exhibited at Clear lake will run 100 or more feet 1n length 
and may cost anywhere from $1,000 to $5,000 each· 
Once 10 the a1r, the huge kites are held m place by 2 x 4 wood anchors 
under the 1ce. Secured by 1,200- to 2,000-pound test line, kites are best 
flown m wmds below 1 5 or 20 miles per hour 
Day (who h1mself owns several k1tes mcludmg a 32-by-1 00-foot manta 
ray) noted that once the huge k1tes are m the a1r they"pu ll like mules." 
"The force they exert IS simply amazmg,H says Day "When 1t comes t1me to 
bnng them back down. one person can't do It- no way' You have to have help~ 
we're doing.'' adds Day. 
The event grows each year, with some folks who dnve 
two or more hours. "By late February a lot of people are 
sick of bring in the house and are ready to be outdoor" 
Once they've been here. it's something they look forward 
to." say-; Day. 
I he event attracts pros too. such as Don l\1urphy "lt'o.; 
plenty brisk out here but. overall, it's a really beautiful 
day to be out on the ice fl) ing kite'>," says Murphy, 
director of the American Kitefliers Association and a 
22-year professional kite flying circuit veteran. 
"This is the third year l've been to Clear Lake, and this 
is definitely becoming one of the better even ts" he says. 
I 
' 
HOW HIGH CAN YOU GO? 
Three year ·old Kamryn Nelson, and mother 
Korrine Nelson, of Manly, test out their new 
kite at the 2007 Color the Wtnd Kite Fest1val. 
This was the1r first event. 
"We love kite s and it's rea lly fun to get together for that. 
l attend events al l across the country, but you always 
seem to run into the same peo ple time and again. Today, 
I've already seen fri ends from Colorado, North Dakota , 
Chicago, Wiscons in and Minnesota." 
Ann and Tony Killip traveled from Watata, Wise. 
"We've been flying together for over 30 years," say<> Ann 
"We travel all over the U.S., mainly because it's so much 
fun to go places where you can see lots and lots of kites 
in the ai r at one time.'' 
Husband Tony adds, "We like to fly with others, but 
really don't have anyo ne at home. These events are well 
worth the travel , but there are ri sks. We depend on wind, 
Ann & Tony K1lhp 
and the weather can shut you down in a second ." 
Mason City's Tony O'Neill, along with hi s daughter 
Margo, supply local talent. Their third year attending, it's 
the' firs t year they've participated . 
"We went to the kite making clinic first and-well-
here we are," he grins. "This is really a {{real event. We 
love i:. We dress warm. get to be outside. and best of 
all-it keeps us away from TV. For us, it's really a great 
way to spend the weekend togethe r." 
Nine-year-old Margo agrees. 
"I like the cold, and I like kites. Today i~ just fun," she says. 
For addztional information on Clear Lake's Ktle Fest. 
uis1f www.color thewind .org. 8 
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Biologists, Hunters, and Birders Wonder 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
AN UNSOLVED MYSTERY, The Answer To 
This Duck Dilemma Could Come From Space 
t the bottom half of the Mississippi Flyway, flocks of migratory waterfowl will wing their way northward through 
March toward ancestral nesting grounds. Although millions of migrating birds will fly across Iowa during the next 
~everal weeks, scientists are keeping an especially close watch for the mass arrival of lesser scaup ducks, also 
Wtov.m as bluebills. 
northbound scaup invade Mississippi River Pool 19 at Keokuk. biologists hope to capture a large number for scientific 
L -into baited, wire live-traps, the 2-pound birds. arc weighed. measured and marked with individually numbt>red 
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After remov.ng birds from a baited w1re 
enclosure, DNR duck trapper Dave Hoff 
man bands a catch of lesser scaup ducks 
at Keokuk More than 2,500 scaup were 
captured and banded last spring 
Arctic Ocean 
•==-
Pacific Ocean 
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Dr Mark Mitchell, Un1vers1ty of lllmo1s College of Veterinary Medicine, 
implants a 38-gram satellite transmitter into an adult female scaup cap 
tured at M1ssissipp1 R1ver pool 19 at Keokuk. The purpose of the ongoing 
satell1te study IS to mon1tor the survival and hab1tat use of female scaup 
as they disperse from Keokuk for remote northern breeding grounds. 
Seventeen females were marked last spnng. Three d1ed during m1gra 
t1on, two in northern Mmnesota and one 1n southern Man1toba, Canada. 
One scaup traveled as far northwest as Alaska. Most, however, nested 1n 
the remote wilderness areas of western Canada's boreal forest. 
U S. Fish and Wildlife Service metal leg bands. As bands are 
reported (mostly by hunters) it will enable scientists to comp1lc 
data needed to make intelligent management decisions 
But for a smaller. select group of captured ducks. scientists 
plan to extend their research to a level "out of this world " 
It's where the usual approach to waterfowl management ends. 
Immediately fo llowing capture, the special sample 
group, a ll fema les, will be transported to a nearby field 
station, ad mitted to the equivalent of an avian "MASH" 
fac ility. After being carefu lly anesthetized, the ducks 
will be su rgica ll y implan ted with sate ll ite transmitters. 
Following a brief two-hou r recovery, the ducks wi ll be 
re leased to rejoin the migration. 
Says Louisiana State University professor and scaup 
project coordinator Alan Afton, this high-tech endeavor 
allows scientists to collectively chart the birds' migration 
paths, habitat use and ultimate survival. Although previous 
land-based telemetry studies were conducted in Iowa, this is 
the first monitoring from space of Iowa-captured waterfowl. 
A pilot experiment was initiated last spring when satellite 
transmitters were implanted into 17 female scaup. That 
Hudson 
Bay 
ABOVE. transmitter 
shown actual s1ze. 
preliminary effort has yielded fascinating ins ight-. into how 
breeding scaup disperse and the amazing dis tances they 
travel once the ducks leave the Keokuk pool. 
Afton, who has been intensively studying lesser scaup 
for more than 30 years, hopes future studies will shed 
addi tional light on factors affecting the species' overall 
survival. Scaup populations have waned during recent 
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years-down from () :~ million breedtng b11 ds inventoried 
during the early Hl70s to 3.5 million today. 
"\V111le most other duck species are holding their own or 
even showing an 111< rease. scaup numbers continue to decline." 
says Afton ".\!though there are theonc•s, no om tan say for 
certain \\ hy the• clt-duw 1s occurring \\ l1t1t wt do know is that 
n11gratmg sutup are tn really good cond1tion w lwn they arrive 
at Keokuk eat h spnng But b> the time those bu·ds arrive in 
northwestern M tnnesota. the} are m poor bod} condition." 
Ongoing wate1 quality studies reveal9/ JH trent of 
surveyed wetlands 111 north-central and norlhwc•stern Iowa 
contain measut able levels of herblcldt•s, pesttt tclc·s or other 
chemical contanunanh. Adclttional pollutants int lude widely 
ranging level" ol phosphorus and nitrogen. ~lany researchers 
suspect pollutwn IMs disrupted aquatic food chains 
Biologt.,.ts say spnng migration is a ttme whe n female 
scaup stoke up on natura l aquatic food s to build nutnc•nt 
reset vc·s e'>sentia l to egg p1 ocluct10n Failure to acquire 
n·sc·rvc·s tould lower ne">ting succe"os and sign 1ficanlly 
det·n·asc· offspring Tin> sh rimp-ltke crustaceans. or 
amphipocls. represent tht staup's mo">t tmportant food 
s<HIIT<' as ducks m1gratt.: across Iowa's interior. 
"For lesser -;caup to maintain the healthy body condition 
ncc•ch-d for egg production, tlH'y must have amph1pods." 
says l> NR Waterfowl Biolog1st (,uy Zenner. "Historically, it 
was no problem for scaup and other water birds lo find that 
nutritional source in lov. a Today, research shows wetland 
water quality has been so comproml"oed that amph1pods 
no long<'r c x1st in most of our marshlands. Scaup end up 
surviving on alter nate food sources wh1ch are m"ufficient 
LEFT: Waterfowl researcher Tore Buchanan of Peterborough, Ontario 
bands a lesser scaup duck captu red on the M1ssissipp1 R1ver at Keokuk. To 
better understand the ongorng and alarming decline of North American 
scaup populations, sc1ent1sts from Louisiana to Ontario w11l assemble at 
Keokuk's Pool 19 1n March. The purpose of the JOint venture is to capture a 
large number of m1grants for study. RIGHT: Randy Robmson of the ONR's 
Maquoketa Wildlife Un1t 1n Miles releases a banded male scaup near Keokuk. 
ProJect coordrna tor and Louis1ana State University professor Alan Afton 
says more than 2,500 m1gratmg scaup were captured and banded last 
spnng Seventeen female scaup were Implanted w1th powerful satellite 
transmitters to allow sc1entists to monitor b1rd movement and survival 
from space Add1t1onal transmitter Implants are planned this spring 
"As scaup leave their Louisiana wintering grounds to head for breeding 
areas 1n northwestern Canada, the stopover at Keokuk becomes extremely Important," says Afton 'As scaup head north, up to 
75 percent of the 3 5 mil l ion-bird m1grat1on will stop on th1s pool to feed on the abu ndant supply of fingernail clams. It would 
be hard to overstate the importance of th1s food source. If anythmg ever happened to th e clam populat ions at Keokuk, 1t would 
have severe consequences on an already stressed popu lation." During the 1960s, a MISSISS IPPI River spi ll killed more than 10,000 
waterfowl View b1rd satellite-tracked m1grat1ons online this spring at www towadnr.gov. 
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to increase or even maintain critical body weight~ 
"This isn't just about ducks or duck hunting," -;ay-; 
Zenner. "It's a water quality issue and everyone living 
in Iowa should be very dismayed by these findings " 
After arriving in Keokuk this spring, the scaup 
migration will stall as birds pause to refuel on abundant 
fingernail clams in Pool 19. Following food and rest, 
flocks leave the Mississippi River and disperse northw<>st 
across Iowa. As thos<c> newly radioed hens continue 
their journey to the boreal forest breeding grounds of 
northwestern Canada. satellites will track and report 
duck whereabouts daily. In most instances. biologists 
can pinpoint exact wetlands that northbound-scaup visit. 
The Ducks Unlimited website tracks the project's outer 
space obs<c>rvations. The radioed scaups' progress can 
also be monitored on the DNR website, 
www.iowadnr.gov. Providing information during spring 
and fall migrations. the long-lived transmitters will 
monitor scaup through the 2009 migration. 
"Once we pinpoint the actual wetlands scaup are using, 
we can go in and sample those same locations for food." 
says Afton. "and look at the landscape features affecting 
those habitats. If we can identify a fairly narrow corridor 
that scaup are utilizing, then we can focus on improving 
the condition of those particular wetlands." 
- -
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The lesser scaup is one of North 
America's most abundant and recreation-
ally important waterfowl. But as continen-
tal scaup numbers continue to plummet, 
hunters have been forced to tighten their 
belt-mainly through decreases in daily bag 
limits. During the 1980s, hunters could bag 
10 scaup each day. The limit was reduced to 
six daily during the 1990s and was dropped 
to just three in 1999. In 2005, the scaup take 
was further reduced to two birds daily. 
Although the moves seem logical on 
the surface, wildlife managers doubt the 
measures will affect or increase future scaup 
numbers. According to Louisiana State 
University scaup researcher Alan Afton, 
waterfowl populations are driven by two 
major factors-survival of adult birds and 
production of young. 
Although scientists have been evaluat-
•ng scaup band recoveries since the 1950s, 
the data has shown no significant decline in 
the survival of adults. Therefore, all evidence 
suggests population decreases are resulting 
from a decline in successful reproduction, 
not hunting. Unfortunately, restricting the 
hunters' bag is the only option immediately 
available to waterfowl managers. 
Along the Mississippi River counties of Iowa's eastern 
coast, gunning for bluebills is a time-honored tradition 
among duck hunters. Nowhere has the passion for hunting 
migrating 'bills been carried to greater extremes than along 
the bluff-shrouded corridor of America's "Great River." 
Although a duck hunter since the close of the 1950s, it 
wasn't until the mid-60s that I received my first introduction 
to the joys of scaup. The hunt didn't take place in a blind 
along the famed Mississip', however, but on interior waters 
of Clear Lake. As was the case on Iowa's big water lakes and 
rivers, annual flights usually began to pick up about the first 
week of November. From there it reached a rapid crescendo 
as Canadian freeze-ups sealed away critical supplies of 
submergent aquatic food plants. Major storm systems 
greatly enhanced the migration intensity. 
For serious duck hunters, certain weather cues could not 
be ignored. When local TV forecasters announced 11 - inches 
of heavy snow had fallen at Bismark, or the season's first 
blizzard had paralyzed traffic and closed schools at Fargo, or 
the mercury plunged to negative numbers in International 
Falls, we took those words as an iron-clad guarantee that 
'bills were on the way. We were seldom disappointed. 
As daylight approached, newly arrived divers swarmed like 
bees. There were little bunches, big bunches, high flocks and low. 
Thousands of ducks suddenly forced to exit the North Country by 
a dramatic and magnificent late autumn weather event. 
Although diver flights contained a variety of 
species-redheads. canvasbacks, goldeneyes, buffleheads, and 
others-migration was always dominated by lesser scaup. The 
sheer numbers were astounding. In spite of traveling all night, 
the storm-tossed birds remained restless and active. On open 
water, flocks rose and fell like great swarms of insects. 
Hunting was incredible, largely because November bluebills 
consistently exhibited three traits. They were fast, fat, and 
exceedingly uneducated in the ways of human 
hunters. When the flight was on, we would 
sometimes take our limits and pack up decoys 
by the time normal folks were getting ready for work. 
On the very best days, we were done before sunrise. 
For most of us younger hunters, recreational budgets 
were limited. Sometimes we ran out of ammo and had to 
suspend operations until we could scrounge the $2.60 
needed to purchase the next box of high-brass, 12 gauge 
shot shells. 
Those awe-inspiring scaup migrations continued for the 
remainder of the 1960s and through the 1970s. In 1979, the 
bag limit was raised to 10 scaup daily. The blast furnace 
drought of 1980s arrived shortly thereafter, and continent-
wide duck numbers began a rapid decline. The droughts 
eventually passed. Water returned to Canadian wetlands. 
Duck populations rebounded. 
But for reasons unknown, lesser scaup never recovered. 
Today, although still huntable, scaup are listed as a species 
of special concern by biologists with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and are current subjects of widespread 
scientific investigation. 
At Clear Lake, the great bluebill flights of yesteryear have 
vanished. In spite of this, a dedicated handful of diehard 
diver hunters still gather late each autumn to stand watch 
over bobbing spreads of black and white decoys. 
November storm fronts still arrive with a vengeance. 
They still get 11-inch snowfalls at Bismarck, school closing 
blizzards in Fargo, and negative temps at International Falls. 
Braced against chilling winds, hunters still keep vigil. But 
bluebills don't come here anymore. To see four or five small 
flocks of migrating scaup constitutes a good day. This same 
decline is reported along traditional big waters up and down 
the great flyway. 
Last year, I shot three scaup at Clear Lake. The season 
before, I bagged two. 
Hopefully better days are ahead. 8 
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being the slender willow trees that ring it. 
Within minutes I had the old percolator 
sputtering with a promise of hot coffee. then 
set about to fire up the woodburner. The 
cabin was freezing, literally. Even bottles 
of Bud Light had frozen and cracked open. 
I knew, though, that the trusty little stove 
would kick in fast and heat the room so well 
I'd have to open a window to cool it off a bit. 
Plenty of fallen trees cover the forest 
floor, so I cut my own wood. With great 
respect and caution I use a chain saw 
ht in the nearby county seat town. 
sold it to me was a bit 
handed me the hefty 
"Little lady," he said, bobbing his head in concern. "you 
be careful with this. Read the directions good . and follow 
them. This here's a mighty dangerous tool, ya' know" 
I knew-and indeed I do use it with great care, always 
wearing boots, gloves, and a blaze-orange hardhat with a 
face screen when I cut firewood. I'd likely scare to death 
anyone coming along who might see me in the getup. 
When the woodburner was going well, I set the 
dampers and had a cup of coffee. Sipping the hot brew, 
I stood at the back window and watched a buck strutting 
through the trees behind the cabin, impressed, as always, 
by the noble and confident air these animals possess. 
By two o'clock the snow had begun to taper off, and 
I eagerly headed out for a long hike . I wanted to be the 
first to make tracks in the new snow and was giddy to 
find no critters had beaten me to the punch. Even the 
buck's trail had filled in. 
My few acres are surrounded fo r the most part by 
Stephens State Forest that is open for public hunting and 
hiking. The truth is, however, that the orneriness of the 
road winding past my gate and on into the forest is such 
a challenge that often hunters and hikers figure it's not 
worth the effort, and seek out other public land for their 
pursuits. As a result, I frequently sense I'm blissfully alone 
in the several thousands of acres of timber, meadows, 
ravines, and creeks. This was one of those times. 
These solitary escapades through the deep forest 
frequently prompt such questions from family and friends 
as, "Isn't that dangerous? Aren't you afraid?" Of course I 
know there is a certain element of danger, just as there is 
in my neighborhood in town, but I am cautious and alert. 
As for being afraid, I feel safer in the orderly wildness of 
the woods than in the wild civilization of town. 
Hiking along, I thought of the relationship I'd 
been carrying on with this piece of land for so many 
years ... nothing short of a love affair that part of me 
always want to shou t about to the world and part of 
me wants to hold close in abject possessiveness. 
Still, I mused, as I continued my trek and my 
reflection, jus t because I love this Iowa woods doesn't 




he rancher's eyes flashed with cont empt. 
"I want you to kill ever y one you sec," came the 
harsh pronouncement. 
Then, as if his point needed any furlh<•r emphasis, 
the landowner v<•hemently spat a th1ck stream of amber 
liquid in the direct1on of a nearby wooden f<•nce posl. The 
tobacco ju1ce h1l \\ 1th an aud ible splat, ban.•ly missing its 
intended targe t a large brown grasshopper 
"If you could know th e number of coyotes around this 
place it would scare ya to death," the rancher continued. 
Adjusting the brim of hi s swea t-s tained Stetson, the 
man nodded toward a grazing herd of black angus. 
"These heifers lo t over half their calves to coyotes 
this s pring, and that's not unusual. The older cows learn 
how to take care of themselves and hardl} lose anything 
at a ll. But that first go round is a tough one. c~nd anymore 
1 don't even plan on a break even. 
"Back when it was legal, we tried to poison 'em out but 
it didn't help much . Late r we had a couple of guys who shot 
coyotes from an airplane. My neighbor shot them over bait 
and killed 139 in one winter. Whe n it was all done, 1 think 
there were more coyotes than ever. We still s hoot what we 
can, but today we just sorta live with the things." 
This s picy conversation took place in a section of the 
Nebraska sand hill s so remote that the only vi sib le road 
were dirt trails made by pickup trucks, and the rancher's 
nearest neighbor lived 12 miles away. Allhough the arid 
rolling landscape of Nebraska's short grass prairie is 
in stark contrast to th e humid, corn-cover<•d flatland s 
of Iowa, the commentary was no different than that 
heard everywhere. From the colorful saguaro deserts 
of Arizona, to the windswept plains of Dakota. to the 
rich farmland mosaic of the Midwest, the message is 
universal. That Nebraska rancher seemed to s peak for 
everyone. "Kill 'em all!" 
The scenario of "Man vs. Coyote" is not new. Ever 
s ince European stftl ers came in contact with this e lus ive 
can ine there has b~n trouble. For generations hu mans 
vi ewed the coyote as a vicious, marauding predator. 
An unwanted competitor with th e capacity to dimi nish 
livestock profits and destroy wild game. 
• 
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In n•action to these perceived threats, coyotes have 
been vigorously trapped, shot and poisoned-often at 
laxpay<'r expense-throu g hout their range. The wiley 
coyote's res ponse to relentless persecution is increased 
numb<•rs and expanded te rritory. Although this able 
predator is accused of killing everything from colts to 
chickens, the most frequent and violent clashes involved 
the sheep mdus try. 
By the 1970s. conflicts between southern Iowa sheep 
ranchNs and coyotes peaked. In response to alleged ag 
losses. the DNR joined forces with Iowa State University 
to begin a decade-long s tudy to determine the true impact 
of coyotes on the state's s heep industry. Heading th e 
cooperative effor t was vete ran ONR Furbearer Resource 
810log1sl Ron Andrews. 
"At the time we launched the s tudy, tensions between 
soutlwrn Iowa s heep ranchers and coyotes had become 
pre tty volatile," says Andrews. "For the s tudy to be 
s uccessful, we needed to answer two questions. 'How 
much of the damage was actually be ing done by coyotes?' 
and, equally important, 'How could we help Iowa ranchers 
reduce their losses in a cost effective manne r? '" 
A centra l focus of the s tudy investigated landowner 
complaints regarding coyote depredation. With Iowa's 
absence of large carnivores, such as grizzlies or wolves. 
th ere were two possibilities, says Andrews. The sheep 
killt•rs were e ither coyotes or free-ranging, domestic 
clogs. Unlike many outdoor mysteries, determining "Who 
don e it?" was straight forward . 
The contrast between the two mammals was dramatic. 
Coyotes kill for food; dogs kill for fun. 
Coyotec; prefe r to kill lambs-th ey are lighter weight 
and pose less chance for injury; clogs lake on whatever 
they can find . 
Coyotes us ually hunt by themselves, occasionally in 
pairs: dogs hunt mostly in packs-the more the merrier. 
Coyotes are no-nonsense hunters. They kill cleanly, targeting 
the throat and quickly dispatching their victims by clamping 
their windpipe. 
Dog depredation is a much messie r propos ition best 
described as frenzied mayhrm. There are no clean kills. 
• • • 
, 
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Once we arrived , 
as to what did the 
of the study, there was le~ts. 
biologists and ranchers __ ,, __ 
Andrews . "I think the low crE!CI ~iltty~a 
Before the study began, virtually were 
coyote depredation. Coyotes were the scapegoat for everything 
that occurred." By study's end biologists and landowners proved 
11 8Y THE TIME THE STUDY CONCLUDED, WE 
(BIOLOGISTS AND LANDOWNERS) HAD PROVEN 
THAT WERE SPLIT NEARLY 
sheep Jo..,ses were equall~ split between coyotl s and 
free rangmg. domestic dogs 
The "tud} ·..,final objeclive was to dt..,cover ways for 
farmers to effectively reduce losses 
Ever} one agreed eliminating predators \\as 1mpractkal. 
"That had a I read} been tried in every wa} unagmable :· 
says Andre\\s "Instead. we suggested \\a~s farnu rs tould 
change or 1mprove their ammal husbandr} pratt It e.., I'he 
be"t solution. far and away, \\aS to build a predator-proof 
w1re pen that the sheep would come into at night Pens 
were an lllcredibly '>imple and inexpensive measure that 
immediately cut sheep losses to almost nothing " 
Some farmers tried imaginative measures-using 
guard animals such as llamas. guanacos or sheep dow.; 
to protect flocks They worked, but with wide ly varying 
degrees of success, says Andrews. A spectacular backf1re 
occurred when a collie guard dog was caught killing 
a neighbor's sheep A canine version of Jek) II & Hyde. 
th e an1mal fa1thfully guarded his owner's flock b) day 
and then ravaged the countryside by night 
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IOWA COYOTES OFFER RECREATIONAL BENEFIT 
The coyote may well be IO\\a's most dt sp1sed wildlife. 
Universally villamized as a "lo\\ do\\n dm ken stealin.' 
good-for-nothing sheep k1ller." the coyot( 1s ngarded by 
most ,ts a usele-.;s and destructin pest 
But \\oodbuq Count} 's ~tne (,nebel has a different 
\IC\\ of th1s \\tid canme. He respects coyotes and. from 
a recreatiOnal perspective. see" a valut1ble n source. 
"J or me. il would be prett~ hard not to respect the 
coyote,'' says Griebel. "When you think about 11. coyote'> 
are pt essured the year round . They're chased with dogs, 
chased with trucks, trapped, pursued by predator callers 
and continually harassed by farmers No other furbearer 
endures that kind of pressure" So how docs the coyote 
manage to survive? Superior mental and physical tra1ts 
appear to be part of the answer 
"Ever)-one will shoot at a co:tote," scl)S (,relbcl 
"Pheasant and rabbit hunters. deer hunters. l'\l'f} one. 
I thtnk the term "once burned. t\\ 1ce sh:t · defm1tely 
applies to co) otes. Every time the} -.unin· an encounter 
with humans 11 JUst makes them that 
much cag1er .. 
An a\id trapper. (,reibl'l recalls 
a} ear when he captured more 
than 100 coyotes When skinned. 
more than half contained .22 caliber 
bullets. buckshot or birclshot. It's cas} to 
see why coyotes become so e fft•ctivc at 
avoiding human contact 
"In order to su rvive coyotes need to have the 
best of all physica l abi lities." says Grcibel. "As far 
as I'm concerned. they have the very bC'steyes, 
ears and nose of anything in nature In my opinion, 
nothing even comes close matching them " 
Although Greibel enjo) s match1ng "1ts with 
the coyote in a variety of\\ a) s, predator calling 1s 
his favorite The season 1s open }ear 1 ouncl. but late 
summer and earl) fall find CO} otL'" most vulnerable 
as juvenile animals disperse to IH'\\ terntories Pelt 
\'alues peak from i\o\ember through Januar} rhe most 
challengtng hunting occurs after the shotgun deer season. 


"In Iowa, coyotrs can br anywhere-everything is 
habitat," says Grirbel "The main thing is to play the 
wind and always have a good downwind viev, I al .... o like 
to hunt along the edge of a pasture or alfalfa f1eld ,., here 
the animals will realh stand out against the background 
"The first call I use 1s a Hovder. To a coyote. a ho,., I can 
be a challenge or an inv1tat1on. The Howler is a locator 
call and I'm hoping to solicit an answer," says (,nebel. 
who switches to a distress call, usually one that mimics 
a cottontail rabbit, if there is no response. 
"Usually I'll call for about 30 seconds or so and then wait 
for a minute or two. If one call doesn't work I'll try ..,omething 
d1fferent. just like you would when turkey huntmg I arly in 
the fall. you can call a lot. Later in the winter mo .... t of the 
rabbits are gone. and I rei). more on howling " 
Early in the year, a coyote m1ght run straight to the call. 
When hunting brushy habitats, close-up encounters are 
best handled with a 12-gauge shotgun. In open country, 
many hunters prefer lighter caliber. center fire rifles. 
"Coyotes are alway-. looking for an easy meal and, 
generally speaking. 1f you call they'll come Ther<' are 
times when it can deftn1tely get exciting," say.., (,riebel. 
"Sometimes after hearing your howl a big mal< will 
decide to defend his terntory and come charging nght 
in with his hackles up. Once a coyote pinpoint.., your 
location, it's as if they're staring right through you 
They really look huge and you get a sense of what it's 
like to be the rabbit." 
NATURAL HISTORY & COYOTE TRIVIA 
HABITAT: Highly adaptable to climate and 
terrain, coyotes can survive almost 
anywhere. T hey prefer thick brush, 
bottomland timber and roll ing landscapes, 
but wi ll also utilize everything from 
cattail marshes to urban green space. In 
portions of Des Moines, Davenport and 
Cedar Rapids, coyotes routinely prowl 
streets by nigh t in search of urban 
cottontails and garbage. 
DIET: Small mammals make 
up 85 percent of the coyote's 
diel. Like most predators, 
they are oppor tunists. 
Although coyotes 
consume game birds 
such as ducks, 
pheasants or turkeys, 
studies show 
raccoo ns have a far 
• 
greater impact. A jamestown, N.D. based study discovered 
red fox hav<' a significantly greater nC'gative impact on 
ground ne-.tlng birds than coyoi('S 
HOME RANGE: Radio telemetry shows Iowa coyotes have 
a home.· range of 50 square mtles or larger for males, and 
around 20 square miles for female-. ~ummer ranges are 
signtficantly ..,maller. 
DENS: Coyotes den in a variety of habitats Preferred sites 
include dt'lbt' shrubbery, brush pilc.•-., natural caves and 
overhangmg rock ledges Coyotes can excavate their own 
site..,, u-.uall} m t<·rraces or '>tream banks far removed from 
sight of roads 
LIFE CYCLE: Mat1ng season runs December through January. 
Pups are born during February and March. Litter size runs 
from five to seven. Males leave soon after pups arrive. 
Frmalcs hunt and feed heavily away from the den and 
return to regurgitate partially digc-.ted food for pups. 
'roung b<'gin accompanying females during mid-summer 
hunts and gam tndependence b> autumn Adult malf's 
average 18 to 20 pounds but rna} W<.' igh up to 30 pounds 
Fcmalrs .1rr ... ltghtly smaller. l!l! 
I 
' 
TER LEAVE YOU FLAT 
Cold weather cannot only take your breath away, but defla,£: veh1cle ure pressure, rob fuel 
economy and mcrease greenhouse gas emissions. TIRES CAN LOSE ONE PSI FOR 
EVERY 10 DEGREE TEMPERATURE DROP. If your last pressure check was m 
July, that could be a 60 degree temperature d1fference and a 6 ps1 loss. Under-mflat1on 
mcreases t1re wear and reduces fuel economy by up to 3 percent . If you don't know 
the correct t1re pressure for your veh1cle, fmd 1t listed on the door to the glove 
compartment or on the dnver's s1de door pillar 
GREENUlf 
l(f}j 
A Brighter Future 
If P.mencan rouseholds reolaced five 
frequently used convent1onalllgf1t bulbs 
w1th compact fluorescert bulbs, T ~ 
..) \11 [ M,'Nf Y ~AV 1\ R 
ADDING 
BIRD SONGS 
TO THE BYRDS' SONGS 
Want a nature use for that new iPod'i\l gift' Download 
bird songs to identify species by ear tn the litld Buy, 
for example, tht ~tokes Field Guide to B1rd ~ongs 
CD R0'\1, rip the song-; to a computer, then load the 
iPod 11 (,pnerally, such personal use by the CD owner is 
f<ur US(', but shanng tracks with others o r posti ng to the 
lntern(.'l, we ll, that's piracy. Some companies that offer ~ 
song CDs arc add1ng software to download not only bird 
songs, but bird photos, sonograms, range maps, plu-.; 
playlists by species location, season. habitat, family and 
sound groups to a1d novice and advanced birders. Bnders 
should not pia) back songs using speakers to attrat t b1rds 
when it ma} negatively impact birds dunng nesting and 
feeding young, tunes of stress. or to attract threatened, 
endangered or birds of special concern or in areas 
fn quentl} VISited b} b1rders 
RESOURCES: .v d1eldau m 1b1rdsonqs.php 
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Dutch Oven Pheasant Pot Pie 
BIG, HEARTY FOOD FOR A WINTRY CAMPFIRE OR EARLY SPRING CAMPING TRIP 
Comfort food for a cold day is a snap 
using leftover pheasant or as a substitute, 
chicken breast. It 's an easy one-pot meal 
with the golden goodness of stick-to-the-
ribs crust. 
USE 20-22 CHARCOAL BRIQUETTES OR 
BUILD A SMALL COOKING FIRE REDUCED 
TO COALS. 
4 boneless, skinless pheasant or chicken 
breast halves, cut into chunks 
3 tablespoons olive or vegetable oil 
4 garlic cloves, minced 
1 onion, diced 
4 medium potatoes, diced 
Y2 cup milk or evaporated milk 
16 ounce bag of frozen mixed 
vegetables, thawed 
2 10.5-ounce cans cream of chicken soup 
1 can refrigerated crescent rolls 
1.5 tablespoons poultry sea soning 
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce 
Heat 12-inch Dutch oven over coals . 
Add oil, garlic, and cook pheasant or 
ch icken, stirr ing frequently until no 
longer pink. Salt and pepper to taste. 
Add onions and potatoes and cook 
until onions are tra nslucenl. Stir in 
mixed vegetab les, soup, milk, poultry 
seasoning and Worcestershi re. Bring 
to boil. Unr oll crescent roll s and 
create a top crust by layering flat 
rolls across top of ingredients. 
With sticks or tongs , reduce 
bottom heat by removing several 
coals or removing 8-10 briquettes 
and adding 14-16 briquettes to the 
lid . Bake 25-30 minutes until rolls 
are golden brown and flaky. Check 
to make sure potatoes are cooked 
through, if not, remove coals or 
briquettes from lid and continue 
cooking with bottom heat to keep pie 
bubbling an additional 15 minutes 
until potatoes are cooked . SERVES 6. 
Recipe adapted with permission from 
http:/ /papadutch .home. com cast. net 
-
' ~ 0 T 
- . 
' 
After 35 years cooking some of Iowa's best culinary delights, 
Liz Clark, dubbed the "Julia Ch1ld of the M1dwest " and the 
"First Lady of Iowa Cu1sme" by some of the nation's top food 
resources, now focuses on teachmg and wr1tmg cookbooks. 
Spend a weekend gawking at eagles from Keokuk's 1897 
Grand Anne B&B along the MISSISSIPPI R1ver and take a L1z 
Clark cooking class at mght m nearby Nauvoo, II 'I'm a farm 
kid;' says Clark, a fifth generat1on Keokuk nat1ve "I found my 
f1rst morels at age three. I p1cked a whole basket of them 
Mushrooms msp1red her creat1ve ven1son lasagna "America, 
p lease wake up and eat well . Vemson IS very lean . Deer 
feed naturally With no hormones It IS a very good part of 
Ven1son M1gnon w ith Bearna1se Sauce 
a healthy diet, rich in iron • 
Rethinking Venison in Keokuk 
VENISON AT ITS BEST RIVALS THE FINEST BEEF. FOUR SAVORY RECIPES WILL IMPRESS FRIENDS- TENDER 
VENISON MIGNON, MUSHROOM-VENISON LASAGNA, MARINATED ROAST AND APPLE-VENISON SAUSAGE. 
VENISON MIGNON WITH 
BEARNAISE SAUCE 
Mzld blacl? olzves add lzttle taste, but 
provzde mmsture for a tender mignon. 
''Sear 1l and forget If," says Clark, don't 
overcook vemsrm 
1 pound ground venison 
2 tabl espoon s chopped bla ck olives 
2 tabl espoon s minced yellow onion 
1 tabl espoon minced Italian parsley 
1 teaspoon sea sa lt 
S-6 grinds bla ck p epper 
2 slices th ick cut, natural bacor. 
4 t ablespoons butter to saute 
In bowl. mix everything except bacon 
and buller D1v1de tnlo two burgers 
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about 1 1.~ inches thick \\'rap stdes with 
bacon and toothpicks 
Heat butter tn heav} skillet over 
med1um h1gh heal "1H;> n buller 
bubbles. add meat Sear one side 3-4 
minutes or unt1l '>urfacc is caramelized. 
Flip and cook four minutes. 
Preheat oven to 400 . Place 
skillet in oven if additional cooking 
is d(•s ired Do not cook above 
medium rare for JUiciest mignon. 
Top with bearnaise sauce and serve 
with sauteed fingerling potatoes. 
BEARNAISE SAUCE 
1 tablespoon minced fresh tarragon 
1 tablespoon fin ely minced fresh shallots 
7-8 grinds fresh black p epper 
% cup red wme vinegar 
2 large egg yolks 
1 cup (2 st icks) sa lted butter 
Bring tarragon. shallot. pepper and 
vinegar to boil in a non reactive 
pan. Reduce h<.'at and simmer. until 
reduced to abou t one tablespoon. 
Place in b lender. blend in <.'gg yolks. 
Melt buttrr over low heal 
Remove pan from heal Wh<.'n you 
can just ho ld hand on pan bottom. 
but pan is st1ll hot, slowl} add butter 
to mixture in blender \\Jlh motor 
running on lowest selling Motor 
will change sound as bearna1se 
emulsifie'>. Taste for seasoning 
Serve immecltately. 
Listed by Ttme magazme as one of the top 
B&Bs in the nation, gue~ts enjoy eagle and 
scaup watchmg and summer river activities. 
Caretaker Cretla Hesse rises each day at 
5 a.m. to prepare breakfast for guests in 
the 22-room mansion Lounge on a fern -
studded front porch hammock or stroll 
flagstone, pebble and brick paths in the 
backyard rose garden The Tower Room, m a 
th1rd floor turret. offers sunrise and moon-
rise v1ews over the river m a 1940s art-deco 
room with marble bath and Jacuzzi, all just 
off the billiards room Other rooms feature 
soarmg n1ne foot Eastlake style bed head-
boards and ongmal marble smks m this 
George F. Barber des1gned structure known 
for five types of wood accents and a grand 
entry staircase. 
- - - · :~o- HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? Se11d to. W/LDCU/5/NE@DNR.IOWA .GOV 
SPICED VENISON ROAST 
A tradtt wnal Anglo-Saxon Christmas 
dtsh, these sptces harken back to the 
Middle Ages when marinades were 
used to preserve meats. The result is a 
dark, moist delicacy comparable to the 
finest roast beef 
3 pounds top round veni son 
Y1 cup granulated sugar 
Yl cup dark brown sugar, firmly packed 
3 tablespoons Kosher salt 
2 tablespoons ground cinnamon 
or 1-inch stick ground in grinder 
1 tablespoon ground ginger 
1 tablespoon ground cloves 
1 tablespoon ground juniper berries 
1 tablespoon ground all spi ce 
1 tabl esp oon gro und w hi t e p epper 
Y1 t ab lespoon g ro und red pepper 
o r cayenne 
1-2 bottl es Guinnes s Extra St out Bee r 
Wipe veni-;on with paper towels. 
Massage half the spice mix in to roast. 
Save remaining spice in a tightly 
covered jar for future roasts or to 
spice beef or pork in the same way. 
Place meat in a non reactive 
glass or ceramic container just large 
enough to contain it Refrigerate, 
turning once or twice a day for seven 
days The meat wtll give off a liquid. 
At end of seventh day, remove from 
marinade and pou t off liquid. Place 
meat in a heavy non-reactive pan such 
as enameled cast iron and cover with 
Guinness Extra Stout Preheat oven to 
290° . Place a tight fitting lid on pan or 
cover with heavy foil and place tn oven 
center. Braise for 90 minutes. turning 
after 45 minutes. Remove fro m oven 
and a llow to coo l in liqu id . 
Wrap meal in h eavy plastic or foil 
and place on cu tting board. Place 
another board on top, weighted with 
canned goods or bricks overnight 
Slice very thin and serve at room 
temperature. Tightly wrapped, spiced 
venison will keep up to two weeks 
SWEET POTATOES WITH 
CRANBERRIES AND PEPPERS 
The savory combi11atwn of peppers. onwns 
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and cranbernes gH•cs a new drmenswn to 
this classzc holtday dtsh A great accompa-
niment to lite spzccd roast, tlte sweetness 
wzll please lite entzre famtly 
3 pounds sweet potatoes, peeled 
and sliced into one-inch rounds 
1 teaspoo n sea sa lt 
4 tablespoons butter 
1 large yellow onion, peeled and 
diced into %-inch pieces 
6 ounces fresh cranberries 
2 bay leaves 
¥1 cup light brown sugar 
Y2 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
Cover sweet potatoes with cold water 
and add salt Bring to a boil over 
medium-high heal. Reduce heat and 
simmer until just Lender. Drain. Coat 
heavy baking pan with non-stick spray 
and place sweet po tatoes in one layer 
In heavy skillet. melt butter over 
medium heat. Add onion and saute 
unti l tra nsparent. Stir in peppers, 
saute un ti l softened. Add cranberries, 
bay, brown sugar and ci nnamon. Stir 
constantly unti l cranberries begin to 
pop. Spread over sweet potatoes. 
Preheat oven to 350 . Place baking 
dish on center she lf and bake for 30 
minutes Serve w1Lh roast venison 
VENISON AND APPLE BREAKFAST 
SAUSAGE SERVES 4 
1 pound ground veni son 
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1 medium tart apple, cored and grated, 
but not peeled 
1 small yellow on ion, peeled and 
fenely chopped 
1 tables poon fresh thyme, menced 
(one teaspoon dried) 
¥1 tea s poon ground mace 
Freshly ground pepper to taste 
1 tea s poon sea salt 
1 large egg 
5 table spoons butter 
Combine above except bultl r 
1n a ceramic or glass bowl \ l1x 
thoroughly. Saute a spoonfulm a 
tablespoon of butter over medium 
heat. Taste to adjust seasoning. 
Form four patties In heavy 
enameled skillet, over medium heat, 
melt four tablespoons butter Add 
pall1es and press gentl} "'ith spatula. 
Saute for four m1nutt's or until 
bottom browns Turn and saute four 
more minutes. Check for desired 
doneness. Do not cook past medium. 
VENISON LASAGNA WITH ROASTED 
PUMPKIN MUSHROOM RAGOUT 
SERVES 12 
Our managing editor, AI f'oster, tasted 
fills and gasped, ~TillS zs tlte best lasa-
gna I've ever had.# iv!usltrooms add a 
complex, meaty flavor and the pumpkm 
a subtle sweetness. Don't let the prepara-
tion frighten you, as parts can be made 
in advance. Serve with side salad and 
tomatoes dressed with wzne oinegar. 
hazelnut oil and toasted hazelnuts. 
LASAGNA 
1 recipe veni son sausage mixture 
3 cups pumpkin and ricotta custard 
mixture (Can s ubstitute pumpkin 
with butternut squash ) 
1 recipe mushroom ragout 
2 cups fresh tomato sauce 
2 cups bechamel sauce 
2 cups freshly shredded 
mozzarella cheese 
¥1 package no -boil lasagna noodles 
¥1 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese 
4 tablespoons butter 
Preheat oven to 350°. Spray a 9 x 
13-inch lasagna pan with non-stick 
spray ~prrad •,2 cup tomato sauce 
on bottom of pan Arrange noodles 
over sauce. breaking if necessaq. to 
fill gaps Cover noodles with la}er 
of bechamel Add layer of pumpk1n 
and ricotla custard, followed by 
a layer of sausagr. Add half of 
mushroom ragout and top with 1".! cup 
of tomato sauce and sprinkle half the 
mouan•lla cheese over top Arrange 
a noodle layer over top. Repeat 
Ia} ers to use all sausage. custard and 
mushrooms 
Top with final layer of pasta and coat 
with bechamel. Sprinkle with mozzarella 
and top wilh 11..~ cup Parmesan. Dot wilh 4 
tablespoons butter. 
THE GRAND ANNE BED & 
BREAKFAST 
816 Grand Avenue, Keokuk 
800-524-631 0 
Cell Phone: 319-795-6990 
Lucretia (Cretia) J. Hesse, Caretaker 
www.bbonline.com/ia/grandanne/ 
Liz Clark Cooking School 
To register, call Carl Sandburg 
College, Carthage, Ill. at 
217-357-3129, ext. 7237 
or www.sandburg.edu 
Classes held at 
Baxter's Vineyards & Winery 
in Nauvoo, Ill. 
www.nauvoowinery.com/ 
liz_clark's_cooklng.htm 
Place in oven on top shelf on a 
foil-lined sheet pan. Bake 30 minutes 
or until top is golden and bubbles 
around edges. Remove from oven. 
Let s tand 30 minutes before slicing. 
VENISON SAU SAGE MIXTURE 
1 pound ground venison 
1 small, yellow onion, finely chopped 
2 tablespoons fresh oregano, minced 
2 large cloves garlic, minced 
3 bay leaves 
2 teaspoons crushed red pepper 
1 tablespoon fennel seeds, toasted 
in a 3S0° oven for 10 minutes 
Sea sa lt and fresh ground pepper to taste 
3 tablespoons o live oil to saute 
Heat olive oil in a heavy enameled 
skillet over medium heat Add meat 
and stir, breaking chunk'>. Add 
onion, oregano. garlic. red pepper 
and fennel seed. Saute until onion is 
translucent and venison has colored. 
Season with salt and pepper. Cool. 
PUMPKIN AND RICOTTA CUSTARD 
Flesh of one 3 to 4-pound pie pumpkin, 
roasted, or 1 1 S-ounce can solid pack 
pumpkin (not pie-filling ) 
1 1 S-ounce carton whole ri cotta cheese 
3 ounces fresh grated Parmesan cheese 
2 large eggs 
Yl teaspoon nutmeg 
1 teas poon sea salt 
Yl teaspoon ground white pe pper 
Mash together pumpkin. rkotta and dissolve Rc.•movc.• <>killet from heat 
Parmesan with potato masher. \\'h1sk MAKES ABOUT ONE CUP. 
eggs and stir into mix Add nutmeg, 
saiL and pepper MAKES THREE CU PS. BECHAMEL SAUCE 
WILD MU SHROOM RAGOUT 
4 tablespoon s butter 
8 dried s h iitake mushrooms 
6 pi eces dried porcini mushrooms, 
2%-3-i nches long 
6 pieces dried oyster mushrooms, 2 Y1-
3-mches long 
8 ou nces fresh cnmini mu shrooms, 
also known as baby bella 
1 large sh a ll ot, minced 
3 bay leaves 
1 teaspoon fres h thyme, minced 
1 teaspoon demi glace sauce mix 
(Available in s pice aisle o r 
800-860-938S or 
morethangourmet .com .) 
Cover dried mushrooms w1th warm 
water and soak at least 30 minutes. 
Remove mushrooms from liquid and 
squeeze dry. Reserve liquid . Slice 
criminis into four hammer-shaped 
slices P<'r mushroom. 
Melt butter in a large, heavy 
sklllct over medium heat. Add crimini 
and saute-stirring until mushrooms 
give up moisture. Add reconstituted 
mushrooms, shallots and thyme. 
Stra in reserved mushroom liquid 
through a coffee filter and add 
to skillet. Stir in demi glace and 
4 tabl espoons butter 
2 tablespoons Wondra flour 
2 cups whole milk 
Freshly grated nutmeg 
Sea sal t and fres h ground white 
peppe r to taste 
Melt butter in heavy sauce pan over 
medium heat Add flour. stirring 
constantly for 3-4 minutes. Add milk 
and stir until thickened, about three 
minutes. Season with nutmeg, salt 
and pepper. MAKES TWO CUPS. 
THYME AND TOMATO SAUCE 
8 tablespoons butter 
3 large s hallots, peeled and min ce d 
3 bay leaves 
8 ripe tomatoes, seeded and chopped or 
ca nned tomatoes, briefly pulsed but not 
liquefied in food processo r or blender. 
1 tablespoon min ced fres h thyme or 
1 teas poon dried 
Sea sa lt and fresh ground pepper to ta ste 
In large enameled skillet over 
medium heat, melt butter. Saute 
shallots stirring until translucent. 
Add tomatoes and bring to boil. Stir 
until liquid is reduced by half. Stir in 
minced thyme. Season with salt and 
pepper. MAKES ABOUT TWO CUPS. 
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N o doubt one thing that's been gelling a lot ol attention and publicit) late!) ts the condition of 
lowct's rivers. 
And, it's a good thing If )OU constder water as on<· 
of the rwu·sstttt•s suslaming life. then our rivt·rs ran bt• 
looked at a-; our artenes And, consider their history. Is 
tlwre any doubt rivers were crucial to Iowa's exploration 
and ..,clllt•ment? 1 o thts day, even with the advent of the 
motor vehicle, they've remained an important part of 
comnwrcc· and transportation. 
~aclly, tt sN·ms they have sometime-; fallen to 
neglect 1 o -;orne, the nver evidently became a dumping 
ground Officers spend a fair amount of time on thl· 
river. l•,arl) 10 Ill) career. we had an annual as-.tgnnwnt 
to float the length of rivers in our territont s logging 
any encroachments on public waters. What I saw 
was unplt asanll) astontshing Old cars. televtsiOns, 
construe I ton debns, fencmg and assorted junk could bt 
found . From the large to the small. rf 1t could be !waved 
over a bndge, it seemed to find its way into the rivl'!'. 
' I hen later 10 my career came fish 
krlls . A call would come tn of some 
substance floating down the river. I 
would dnve out and find dead fish lining 
the river or stream bank. Sometimes 1 
wou ld wonder what I was accomplishing 
when I would stand on the river bank 
issuing a citation for no fishing license 
or an undersi.ted bass when elsewhere 
on the river a fish kill my have wiped out 
an t•nltrc section of it. 
It would be easy to get discouraged 
if not for the fact there have been 
some wake-up calls that appear to be 
heuled Rivers are essential to our 
quality of hfe As I work. I see more 
people unloading canoes and kayaks 
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at allesses The recreational potential of our rivers 
probabl) sllll remains to be fully unlocked. I think back 
to a memoq. of fishing for channel cat with my dad on the 
(~rand R1ver. It was just a cut bank. but to me 1t seemed 
like a We-.tern canyon I can still hl'ar the hrsstng of the 
Coleman lantern The sound'> of the nickt'ts and frogs 
unseen in the darkness made for great c~dventur<'. Then 
there was the subject of slink bait Put a boy and a bucket 
of stink bait together, and you gel the idea 
There's just something about kid" and water A few 
days ago I watched some boys on the river bank They 
started out ju<>l v.alking up and down the bank. Then they 
sktpped some stones Then the) fi-.;hed a stick \\ tlh an 
attached snail out of the ~ater for examtnalion. I kne\\ 
what \\a-; soon to happen The next thing the) were in 
over their ankles. I think the water continues to pull at 
the kid in all of us. 
When I want to get away from all of tl. I find there is 
nothmg better than a canoe tted to shore upstream of a 
large snag m the river. Apply some cut ba.t to a treble hook. 
-
then lean back against the boat cushion 
and wait. The only interruptiOn rs the 
occasional shadow and squawk of 
a heron swooping overhead. or of a hen 
wood duck doing her award-winning act 
of being injured to draw me away from 
her young. Sometimes I even wake up 
with a start to find a tugging on my line. 
Sometimes, even bellrr is wading 
-' the river on a hot day with a fly rod or 
an ultralight. The shade and cool water 
is better than any atr conditiOner You 
come to a nffle or a rock O\ erhang 
that looks. well. "fishy" To me there 
is nothing better than matching wits 
against a smallmouth that finall} dectdes 
to bu) what } ou an• trying to sell hrm. 
and the fight is on. Can't say that I ever bring any back. 
I usually return them to fight another day. 
I've had my share of river adventure too. I remember 
as a new officer, my first excursion onto the Mississippi-
something I had only dreamed about as a boy. Hot days 
pulling an illegal fish trap. Cold early mornings hidden 
behind a bank waiting for someone who thought they 
were the only person in the world out that morning to 
open up on a night of ducks or geese. 
Here''> a theorem I've proven over and over on the river, 
also. It's not so much a problem now that most outboard 
motors are equipped with clutches on the propellers But, 
before that. it seemed to be a fact the odds of hilling a 
rock and snapping off a shear pin was directly proportional 
to how far away you were from where you put into the 
nver Many has been the day I've limped back downstream 
thankful I found a nail I could fashion into a shear pin. 
I learned early on to pack a bunch of them. 
I'm fortunate to live on the river. I love to sit outside 
and listen to the water swirling over the rifne behind 
my house. I can witness season changes first-hand. The 
siren of the wood ducks and their colorful streak 
low across the water signals spring. The fawn gra.ting 
on the island looks up at me in summN. The crunch of 
my footsteps in the snow as I hike upstream echoes off 
tlw banks as the sun sets on a winter day. 
In a way, we all "live on the river." I thmk there are good 
thmgs ahead I hope like me, you can stilltakt• off your 
shoes, wade out from a sand bar into the cool water, pick 
up a rock, and, think to yourself, "I hope I never grow up " .1!1! 
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AMERICAN BALD EAGLE 
Everyone knows the ba ld eagle is our nation's symbol. And everyone is aware of the eagle's celebratory rise from 
endangered status to bemg common. You might even know the largest eagle nest in Iowa-a whopping 7 feet 
across and 10 feet deep- Is perched near Cascade in Dubuque County. But did you know ... 
I AM NOT A KID 
Eagles reach matunty at age 4 to 
5 Until then, they model varying 
shades of black and brown 1n an 
otherw1se stark, wh1te head, and 
will appear somewhat like its 
cousm, the golden eagle. More 
common m western reaches of 
the Un1ted States, goldens make 
occas1onal forays mto Iowa, most 
notably northeast Iowa 
STRONG A S AN ... EAGLE 
An eagle can lift and carry 1tems 
up to half its body we1ght. With 
an upper end size of 1 5 pounds, 
a large eagle could carry nearly 
a gallon of water Its strength 
comes from leg muscles, 
tendons and bones. A un1que re-
lat1onsh1p between the tendons 
and tendon sheaths creates a 
ratchmg effect withm the talons, 
allowmg the eagle to mamtain 
its gnp on prey for long periods 
without experiencing much 
muscle fat1gue (HawkQuest). 
Although hard to JUdge, some 
research md1cates eagles can 
exert 1,000 pounds of pressure 
m each foot (American Eagle 
Foundation), or about 10 times 
that of humans (HawkQuest). 
For a good idea of a bald eagle's 
keen eyesight, look through a 
seven or eight power pa1r of 
binoculars - roughly what a bald 
eagle sees, says ONR b1olog1st 
Bruce Ehresman. Some research-
ers claim, 1f a bald eagle could 
read, it could peruse a newspa-
per at 1 00 yards. 
SLOW DOWN THER E FElLA 
An eagle can fly 35 to 44 m1les 
per hour solo, or about 30 mph 
carrying a freshly caught meal. 
It can dive at speeds reach1ng 
100 mph 
IOWA TIES 
There are 210 active nests in Iowa. 
spanmng 82 of Iowa's 99 count1es, 
accordmg to Ehresman Iowa IS 
also a mecca for winter bald eagle 
viewing Only m Alaska can you 
see more bald eagles m one place 
at one t1me than you can on the 
MISSISSIPPI R1ver In fact, in a nor 
mal Winter, as many as 400 eagles 
may be seen around Keokuk. 
I' ll GET TO IT ••• TOMORROW 
Not one to rush a fine p1ece of work, bald eagles start nest bu1ldmg 1n November, and 
contmue construction sporadically mto January. A h1ghly social and family onented b1rd, 
eagles have no qualms nestmg close to farmsteads, h1ghways and even c1ty edges. It begms 
mcubatmg 1ts clutch of one to three eggs as early as February 
I • O • W • A 
24th Annual Bald Eagle 
Appreciation Days 
January 19--20, 2008 
Winter home of the largest concentration 
of Bald Eagles on the Mississippi River. 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
Log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins adjoin Yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish, 
cross-country ski, snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. To 
view model cabin or for more 
information call 319-360-5617 or 
563-380-4394 
Catch of the 1 ~ 
Day Means , 
More Here 
Would you be interested 
in reaching more than 
30,000 Iowa households 
and businesses with 
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Contact Dave Larson at 
Larson Enterprises 
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Des Moines, Iowa 
